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,S'mithfield is an important historic property adjacent to the
campus of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in
Blacksburg, Virginia. The manor house, constructed around 1774 on
the frontier, is a premier example of early American architecture and
is one of few such regional structures of that period to survive. It was
the last home of Colonel William Preston, a noted surveyor and de
veloper of western lands, who served as an important colonial and
Revolutionary War leader. Preston named the 2,000-acre plantation
"Smithfield" in honor of his wife, Susanna Smith. Today, the manor
house is a museum that is interpreted and administered by a local
group of volunteers.
In 1997 The SmithfieldReview was founded with the purpose of
helping to preserve the often neglected history of the region west of
the Blue Ridge Mountains in Virginia and adjacent states. We seek
articles about important personages and events, reports of archaeo
logical discoveries, and analyses of the social, political, and architec
tural history of the region. Whenever possible and appropriate, the
articles will incorporate letters, speeches, and other'primary docu
ments that convey to the reader a direct sense of the past.
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A Note from the Editors
Over the years, The Smithfiel.dReviewhas published a wide vari
ety of articles ranging in time from prehistoric periods through the
early 20 th century, covering a vast expanse of geography throughout
the eastern United States, and dealing with subjects as diverse as an
thropology, geology, sociology, architecture, and military history. We
invite the reader to observe how the articles presented in this issue
continue this pattern.
Dr. James I. Robertson, Jr., the well-known Civil War historian,
annotated a sequence of old letters that tell a compelling story of a
young Montgomery County family overcome by Civil War events. Dr.
Robertson offers the following description: "The letters are as pure a
picture of a semi-educated Confederate soldier as exists," and "are a
delightful exercise for any reader in deciphering the phonetic spelling
of that age." Dr. Robertson is an Alumni Distinguished Professor of
History at Virginia Tech, Executive Director of the university's Vir
ginia Center for Civil War Studies, and the author of numerous books
about the Civil War.
The second article, by Or. Wirt Wills, is entitled "The Genesis
and Dissolution of William Preston's Smithfield." It traces many of
the land transactions over the 230-year period of Preston family in
volvement. In the last issue of The Smithfiel.dReview, Dr. Wills, in a
companion article, traced the ownership of the Smithfield Manor
house from its construction in the mid-1 770s to the present. Dr. Wills
is a retired faculty member at Virginia Tech, a former Director of
Smithfield, and a long-time member of the Smithfield Board.
In the 19th century, it was not unusual for boys who delivered
newspapers to present their customers with poems during the Christ
mas season to encourage large tips. Mr. John Long, a Senior Lecturer
from the History Department of Roanoke College presents an enter
taining history of this practice - complete with numerous poems
and illustrations to exhibit the wide variety of subject matter and tal
ent. Mr. Long is also the Director of the Salem Museum and Histori-
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cal Society. The article is entitled '"Fork Me Out the Dimes': News
paper Carriers' Addresses of Salem, Virginia, 1854-1904."
In the last issue, Ms. Ellen Brown presented the remarkable story
of Mary Draper Ingles with a discussion of the sources that contrib
uted to the various versions of the story. In this issue, she examines
the life of Mary Draper Ingles by "posing a different set of questions
concerning the meaning and significance of her story." Ms. Brown
uses the answers to conclude that in "delving into history one en
counters people who lived their lives so powerfully and so well that
they remain an inspiration to future generations." The author of "Por
trait of a Survivor: The Long and Eventful Life of Mary Draper Ingles"
recently completed her master's degree in history at Virginia Tech
and now is the Director of the Radford Heritage Foundation and
Glencoe Museum in Radford.
The region around Saltville, Virginia, is a place of significance
for the chemical industry. Therefore, it is not surprising that Dr. Jim
Glanville, a recently retired professor of chemistry at Virginia Tech,
possesses a strong interest in the town. In his preparation for a future
book, he discovered material in the literature that provided evidence
of a 16th-century Spanish presence in the Saltville region. "Conquis
tadors at Saltville in 156 7? A Review of the Archeological and Docu
mentary Evidence" is the result of Dr. Glanville's extensive research.
In addition to providing a synthesis of some recent discoveries, the
article includes a significant summary of the literature about Saltville.
The Editors express their gratitude to Peter Wallenstein of the
Virginia Tech history department, and Mary Holliman and David Bruce
Wallace of Pocahontas Press, for their considerable editorial assistance.
-Hugh G. Campbell, Editor
Editorial Board:
ClaraB. Cox
Charles E. Modlin
Lon K. Savage
Charles L. Taylor
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CivilWar Lettersto Blacksburg:
The Correspondenceof Pvt.Theophilus
Raney
Editedby James I. Robertson,Jr.
Why he left Montgomery County to serve in the Confederate
army is but one of the mysteries surrounding Theophilus A. Raney. In
1861, the 3 5-year-old farmer was at maximum enlistment age. Raney
had a wife and four small children; he owned a substantial farm be
tween Christiansburg and Shawsville; the 1860 Montgomery County
census showed his personal estate to be equal to his real estate - a
sign of stability if not prosperity. None of these factors explains his
enlistment in the army.
Nor do the 14 surviving letters Raney mailed from the field to
his wife provide any hint of why he became a Confederate soldier. His
writings contain little sense of patriotism or devotion to duty. Rather,
they give the impression of a man resigned for some reason to army
life but far from content with it.
Even Raney's pre-Civil War career is a mystery. His name does
not appear on the 1830, 1840, or 1850 state census returns. The fam
ily name was prominent in the Lunenburg, Mecklenburg, and Prince
George counties of southeastern Virginia, but no T. A. Raney was
present. From notes in the Raney family collection of manuscripts, he
first comes into view at his 1853 wedding.
Ann Eliza Piercy was 18 years old at the time of the 1850 census.
She was the fourth of six children of John and Margaret Piercy of
Lunenburg County. The father was a yeoman farmer.' Ann Piercy
and Theophilus Raney may have been distant cousins at their March
27, 1853, marriage at the home of the bride. 2 The couple then se
cured a tract ofland in Montgomery County and began raising a fam
ily.
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Sarah I. Raney was born January 11, 1854, but died in infancy.
Rody E. Raney, born May 23, 1855, grew to adulthood and married
Thomas Tinsley. James T. Raney was born September 26, 1857; he
perished from disease early in the Civil War. On April 23, 1859, Dora
Ann Raney was born. She later married George Frank Robertson
(1858-1944), a Christiansburg blacksmith and livery stable owner.
The last child, George L. Raney, arrived December 6, 1860. He too
died in youth.
Such was the Raney family situation when civil war came. The
whereabouts of Ann Piercy Raney after the war are unknown. Raney's
letters, along with a few associated papers, became the property of the
fourth child, Dora Raney Robertson. Her daughter, Juanita Robertson,
lived a full life in Christiansburg but never married.
Toward the end of her life in 1992, Miss Robertson had outlived
all in her family save two nephews. She entrusted the wartime papers
of her grandfather to her close friends, Bruce and Mary Joyce Stevens
of Christiansburg. After Miss Robertson's death, the Stevens couple
sought arduously but in vain to place the letters with any member of
her remaining family. The collection then passed to their daughter,
Susan Stevens Huckle. She in turn contacted this editor and asked
for advice on the disposition of the material.
The Raney Papers are now in the Special Collections division of
the Virginia Tech library as part of the holdings of the Virginia Center
for Civil War Studies. Deep thanks are expressed to William and Su
san Huckle for their generosity and encouragement in making
Theophilus Raney's letters available to the public.
Editing the wartime letters posed a number of problems.
In census returns for the 1830-1860 period, the family name is
spelled variously as "Rainey" and "Raney." Pathetically little informa
tion exists on backgrounds of the various family members. Raney's
official Confederate service record is too skimpy to yield any useful
information.
His writings provide an exercise in patience and persistence. Most
of the letters are badly faded; portions of some pages are missing; two
letters are so marred by age and damage that they could not be tran
scribed. Further, Raney had limited education. His deficiencies in gram
mar are evident in the lack of paragraphing, punctuation, and misuse
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Pt•t.TheophilusRaney,C.S.A.
of capitalization. These shortcomings have been corrected for the sake

of readability.
What willmost intrigue both general readers and serious schol,
ars is Raney's spelling of words and phrases. Many semi-literate sol,
diers in the Civil War spelled words as they pronOLmcedthem. The
thicker the accent, the more incredible is the misspelling. Such ap,
pears here in almost every line. One must read a Raney letter careThe SmithfieldReview,VolumeVIII, 2004
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fully in order to "decode" the thoughts he was attempting to convey.
At the same time, phonetic spelling is troubling to the historian when
it comes to proper names. In several instances in Raney's letters, the
spelling of an individual's name was too mangled to permit identifica
tion.
Rather disappointingly, Raney paid little attention to military af
fairs surrounding him. Home and family were the center of his life.
Raney occasionally made passing references to a movement or battle,
but his thoughts focused far more on Montgomery County individu
als. The Raney letters were not written with any sense of history;
rather, they reflect a simple man speaking from the heart to his be
loved wife and children left at home.
Because emotion was so much a part of the Civil War, Theophilus
Raney's letters have an intimacy that makes them priceless examples
of the common folk who answered their nation's call.

* * * * * *
Raney enlisted in the "Montgomery Grays," a company that never
reached the ideal 100-man size largely because so many Montgomery
County males had volunteered in the first wave of enlistments six
months earlier. 3 On September 10, 1861, the "Grays" and nine other
companies were organized as the 54th Virginia Infantry Regiment. Rob
ert Craig Trigg was first regimental colonel; John Jesse Wade was
Raney's first company captain. 4
For two months the 54 th Virginia drilled at a camp of instruction
near Christiansburg. Raney had been there six weeks when he sent a
letter to his wife. Ann Raney either got her mail at the Blacksburg
post office or had temporarily moved there after her husband's enlist
ment in the army.
[Left comer of lettermissing]
Christiansburg, Octtober 15'h1861
My Dear wife, I drop ... lines. I Send you a peace of Oil
cloth. I want you cover my cap with your ... make it in my
plush cap as my ... cap is too cole for the winter. Dear wife,
I hate to Send you Eney more but ... that I Shall Suffer at
the best and if I do not bee Shelterd as mutch as possible. I
cant Stand the duties that I Shall have to do. I have not
8
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gotton over my cole yet but do all my dutes. I cincerly hope
you all ar well.
I want you [to] make your arrangements to come up next
Satterday if you can and Stay all night Satturday or Sun
day. You can stay at Mrs. Haymakers or Samuel Shelton. 5
Try and come to Stay all nigt when you do come, and if you
cant bring all the children bring [all] you can. I Rether you
would come on a Satturday ... We could bee at preaching
on Sunday ... not bee so lonesome. Bring as mutch as ...
Eate when you do come. You will have [to bring] me Sum
money to pay for Sum goods .... Shirt if you do not come
soon.
I must close. [I] do not think that we will leave for Severi
weaks yet but I want to get Reddy as soon as possible for it
is uncertain. Beleave me your Ever dear & affectionate hus
band untill death.
T. A. Raney

The 54 th Virginia departed Christiansburg on November 9, pro,
ceeded to Wytheville by rail, then marched through Tazewell County
to duty in Kentucky. A January 10, 1862, skirmish at Middle Creek
marked the baptism of battle for the Virginians. This major effort on
the part of the Confederates to hold onto Eastern Kentucky soon failed.
The 54 th Virginia retired to Wythe County, where Raney sent a letter
home.
Gladesville, 6 Wyse County, Va., Febrary 4 th 1862
My Dear wife, I agan imbrace the [opportunity] to write
you a few lines to inform you that I am well, quight so. For
the last few days tho we have bin martching through rain,
Sum times a little Snow & the mudest Roades Eney boddy
Ever Saw all most, but thank the lord I make out vary well.
It goes vary hard with Sum or at least they complane vary
much, but I tell you my dear wife prudence & perseverance
& Exspearce is a great thing. It is not meney nights but
what I got Sum thing to Sleep over. If it had not, I be leave
I would have lost my life.
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[I] will Express Sum [of] my good clothing too in
connecktion with it. I hope when you Receve this it may
Reach you & the childran vary well. Wy is it that you do
not write to me. I have been watering [wanting] a letter
with all eager nest but thare have bin male after male and
not a letter. I have not Receved but 2 from you. The last
was written the 25th of Dec. Others [are] getting letters from
1 to 3 Every male & good things Sent but I dont want you
to Send Eney thing until you heare from me again.
We are at this place today getting our horses Shod. We will
martch again tomorrow farther toward abingdon. Wear or
dered back heare near or about 25 or 30 miles of abingdon
for the balance of the winter. I Reckon we will get furlows
when we get back to our destanation. I heared that we will.
You must write as Soon as you Receve this. Dant cell your
meat nor whisky until I see you again or you heare from me.
Must close. Beleve me your affect. husband till death.

A hard winter followed for men unaccustomed to the rigors of
outdoor life with minimum shelter. Sickness plagued the ranks of a
new regiment not even up to half-strength. A 30-day furlough in April
1862 preceded reorganization of the 54th Virginia. Then the unit moved
from Saltville to a battle that gave Confederates control of Princeton.
For two months the 54 th Virginia endured the monotony of picket
duty in Tazewell and Bland counties. Raney's next letter reflected
how deeply he was absorbing faith and how much he thought of home.
Rockey Gap, Bland C[oun]ty, Va., July 24 th 1862
My Dear wife,
It is with plesure that I Seat my Self to answer your kind
letter & the childrans also & to learn that most of you was
well but Sorrey to heare that J immey is not up. 7
My Dear wife, I want to See you & the children vary mutch.
I am in as good helth as usual. I was out yestady cutting
oates for a vary kind old gentleman, as far as I have Seen of
him & his famely. I was at churtch last Sundy. Stoped on
my Return to the camp at his home & got dinner with oth
ers & I found them to bee vary kind& he not being able to
10
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doo but little him self, all of his Suns in the armey & thar famelys
to see to & onley one Sun about 16 years old to help him.
Thay ar all or most of them ar members of the churtch, I think.
Well Dear wife, I am happy to tell you that I was benefited by
the good Surmond I hird & other meetings & the Responsibiles
& dutes I felt Encumbard om me for the plesur & benefit that
you & the childran might survive by it as well as myself. All
thease things have brought me to bee Resoleved once more by
the assistance of god to live a christion & Dear wife I desire
your Sincere prayrs & also I am determin to Join the church
that I may have better friends to help me. I Shall Send my
name in to the church.
I doo wish I could bee at home a while that I could Jaine in
meetings with you & the other members, We have had
preatching & prayer meetings in camp Since we have bin at
this plase & thar have bin Severl professed this Summer & I
be leave Since we have bin at this place.
I wish you would write more when you write. You did not Say
what you got for your bacon pir pound nor wether you have
gotton my clothes or not. I Sirpose Margrit 8 did not Say a word
for me ... it near Eney of them. I wrote them a letter not long
Since. I am Sorry that thay all Seam So disrespectfully but a .. .
Serlution is that thay have no good cause foer being so ... I
had rather thay war not so. Dear Nancy, 9 try & bee a good
christion. Teach your children all you can. You did not Say
what you thort about Sending bettee to chool.
I sent you $100 by Capt. Wade. 10 Apply to Rev. E. Anderson 11
for it. If he has not got it, apply to the Capt. You must by Sum
brand & Ship Stuff to Slop your hoggs with & I want you to
See if you could get that woman in the way of that place & also
See old man Moseley about his Sun. 12 I will give him $200 as a
Substitute if he will come by the middle of next month & a Sut
of clothes. 13
Well how is your garden. You must have the oats fed to the
hoggs.
I Exspect we will leave in a weake or 10 days for the canoy
[Kanawha] valy & perhaps go om to Kentucy a gain. I hope we
will bee able to drive the vandals from our Soil. At the Same
The SmithfieldReview, Volume VIII, 2004
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time I hate to starte that trip & hate to think of the long
time that is to come before it is likely that I can get home
but let us bare it with fortitude.
Well a word to the childran & I must close. Dear childran,
papa was vary glad to Receve your few kind lines & papa
[hopes] you all will bee good children & par will love you
So mutch more & So will Every boddy. Par Sends best Re
spects to Mag. Dear Mag, you must improve your youthful
& lesue moments & hours & you will find it a blessing to
you. Keep good compeney & if you have Eney friend ho go
astray, bee a teacher & Exsumple for them.
Give my Respects to all of my Neighbours & tell them that
I want to See them all. Dear wife, write all about Every
thing. Do you get Eney thing from the county. Well write as
soon as you Receve this. Dyrect to this place. Beleave me
Dear wife your affectionate husband & childran your parant
untill death.

Raney accompanied the regiment back to patrol in the
Castlewood area of Southwest Virginia's Russell County. The 54th
Virginia was then up to 750 men, one of the largest units in Gen.
Humphrey Marshall's brigade. On the day before this force embarked
again into Kentucky, Raney sat down to write a longer-than-usual
letter to his wife.
Russel, Old C. house, Va., Sept. 5th 1862
My Dear wife,
It is with plesure that I can a gain in form you a few lines,
especely that I am well. I thort that I would not write to you
till I heard from you, but as we Exspect to martch to
Kentukey in the corse of a weake I thort that I would write
you. Thar is no chance for me to get home or to get my
clothes. Shall make the best of it & you must bee as cheerfold
as possible for I think we aught to go to Kentuckey Just at
this time tho I assure you that I want to see you & the
childran vary mutch in deed. I do hope that you all will bee
blessed with he Ith & plenty. Doo if you please take care of
your Self as mutch as possible. You had beter Spend a little
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more then to ExIXJseyour Self. Try & get the amount 1inkus 14
ows me Sum way, but you had better try & get old Mr.
Earharte 15 ••• all your wood.

If I knew that we would Stay I would write you to meet me
at abingdon as soon as you could come. Curlald [Colonel?)
told me this morning that he would let me go over [to]
meet you if we did not leave but he thort that we would
leave the first of next weake.
Have you Receved my money that I sent by Capt. Wade:
$ 100. Dyrected him to leave it with Rev. E. Anderson. I
wrote you about it Sum time or more but you did not say
Eney thing about it in your letters & the Capt. ls heare &
has forgotton all about it. So I want to know [some] thing
about it as soon as possible.
Capt. Wade also told me this morning that he would try &
get me the a{X)intment of wagon Master of the cavalry train,
tho I do not Exspect l shall get it as I am in the Survis. If l
was out and Exemp, I might but thank the lord I feel as
Stout as I have for a time. I also have a par of Shews at
Andersons tho I beleave [you] Sed Something about not
getting of them. If you ar a mind, you may let old man
Waskey 16 have them. Give him best Respects & also the
old Laday & all of my Neighbours.
I wish I had none [known] of our Starting out heare & that
we would have to starte to Kentuckey so soon. I would have
had you to meet me at abingdon this day. Well I want to try
and come home about the 10th of Dec. Next.
Dear wife, I want you to visit & take the children in your
Socierty for I want them to bee formilier with Every thing
that would make you & them happy. Spare no panes to
teach them all you can. I Send the children Sum blank bills.
I intended Sending to them before now but all ways forgot
them. Thay will make Jimmey Strut maby.
Well as we had martching orders last Eavening & Capt.
Mosbey 17 ar Exspecting to Starte, I will & must close. I thort
yesterday that we would bee heare a few days. No more at
present but Dear wife beleave me yours Truly & affection-
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ately untill death & wish you all the blessing that this world
can afford. Write as soon as you Receve this.
Throughout September and October, Raney's regiment was part
of Gen. Braxton Bragg's major invasion of Kentucky. The 54 th Vir
ginia did considerable marching and had some minor skirmishes. It
did not participate in any actions of consequence. November found
the regiment back on guard duty in southwestern Virginia. An ex
pected quiet winter ended before it started. On December 16, Raney
and his compatriots boarded trains at Wytheville. They were going to
add additional manpower strength to the defenses of Richmond. The
day after arriving in the vicinity of the capital, Raney sent a quick
note home.
South [of] Richmond, 5 miles, Dec. 19th '62
My Dear wife,
I am happy to inform you that I am well Exsept cold. We all
Reached heare lass Evening. We was in Lintchburg from 5
to 9 in the Eavening and Reached Richmond next morning
at 7 o'clock & I tell you it was vary pintching cold standing
about with out Eney fire. We came heare to reinforse at
what is called draery's bluth 18 or two other pints neather
more than 5 miles distant. It is thort that the enemy will
attempt to come to Richmond from those points and thay
will [illegiblel
Dear wife, I hope you yet remain Saft and all ar well. I
Surpose we gave them the best reception at fedrickburg thay
have ever had. 19
Well I have nothing else intresting to write. I must close.
Remain your affectionate husband till Death.
On Christmas Eve, the 54 th Virginia shifted from Drewry's Bluff
to nearby Petersburg. Picket duty in the Petersburg-Franklin area did
little to break the monotony of winter camp life for the next three
months. Raney used that idle time in a rash of letter-writing. His first
communique from southeastern Virginia concerned family members
and a dreaded disease.

14
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Camp near Petersburg, Jan. 8 th 1863
Dear wife, As we have martching orders & I have not hird
from you, I drop you a few lines. I am well as usual. I greatly
hope thase lines will Reach you.
Well I have bin looking for a letter from you for Sum days.
So far as I can learn wear ordered to Weldon, N.C. Well
tell bettie I hav a present for hir ant Nancy's little Grand
Daughter Caty Miles. 20 She is about 9 years of age & quight
an interesting chile. The present is a Speling & Reeding
book that [is) Second handed but a vary good book. I have
left Sum money with hir cousin Luesin or Robert to by a
new one & a first Reder & I will get them to send them by
Express to Blacksburg.
I hope I Shall get a letter before we leave. I do not know
what hour we will leave. The Small pox are getting Pretty
numerous. 21 We are all vacernated. Mine has not had time
to come to pirfection. You had better bee vacemated as
soon as you can if you have not bin. I will try to get you a
[illegible].
I must close as [we) have to strike tents ....

Mid-winter found Raney afflicted with the "army disease": home
sickness. Like most Civil War soldiers, he bemoaned not hearing more
from his wife. Raney also fell victim to unfounded rumors that con
tinually circulated through encampments.
Franklin, Southampton County, Va.
Feb. 11, 1863
My Dear wife,
I am so anxious to heare from you all. I am so impatient.
Why dont you write ofttanner, or dear wife is it that you
have so mutch to do that you are mutch burdand. Oh I
think about your condishoun. lt annoys my vary Sole but I
Strive to ask the blessing of the Lord to smile upon you &
our dear childran & I do hope that you are favored with
him. Oh I hope that our dear childran ar restored to thare
helth by this time. You not writing disturbs me. I hope you
will write at least Every weake. Oh wife, I [am) some what
The SmithfieldReview,Volume VIII, 2004
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encuredge at the prospeck that the war must close in the
corse of 6 months or at least 12.
Well thare is talk of wanting men to go to England after
iron clad vessels to open the blockade. 22 They say they will
give $500 in gold or Silver or $800 in confederate money,
$20 per month & a free discharge as soon as they get back
& the trip want Exseed 6 months. I beleave that I would do
as well to go as to Stay for we are likely to get in a fight at
Eney time heare but I will do as you say about it.
I sent you a letter and $30, also the book that little catey
Miles gave Bettie by Dr. Evens. 21 If we stay heare, I would
like for you to come to see me if you cold convenentley do
so & bring the children if you could. I would try to come to
Petersburg & meet you. If you was thare you cold do well
coming but thare is talk of our coming back in the spring
but I dont think that we will get back.
I have nothing more to I be leave of Entrest to write you but
Remain your most affectionate Husband till death.
Oh Nancy, I want you to write how Every thing is, all the
news. Tell my dear childran they must not forget me. Tell
them that par thinks of them day & night. You my dear
wife as them ar the object of thouts & you will fine. I want
to bee with you but that time may never come ...

By the time of his next letter from winter quarters, Raney had
adjusted to the news received weeks earlier of the death of his only
remaining son. The Confederate's greater concern was over the health
of the other members of the family, all of whom had been stricken
with pneumonia, typhoid fever, or other prevalent illness of the time.
Franklin, Southampton [County], March 12th '63
My Dear wife,
I seat my self this Eavening to write in answer to yours of
31" inst. I am vary glad to know that you all ar as well as
what you ar. I am well & cincerely hope when you get this
that you will all still [be] in good helth. I have written two
or 3 letters since I Receved this. We have to starte to Pe-
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tersburg in the morning. Dy Rect your letters thare & write
soon as you can.
I Receved your letter that you wrote the weake the chil
dren was taken sick, the 2[nd] of February but it was so
long before you wrote agan. It was about 20 or 25 days &
that is a long time to ware when I new you was all [sick] or
at least the children & then after Jimmey dide 24 it was about
two weeks before you wrote me Eney thing but dont let
that disturb you. I want you if Eney of you get well agan to
write me every few days.
I havent time to write mutch. Kiss the children for me and
tell them Pa wont come [home] with out a furlow unless
Sum of them gets sick. I want to See you all vary mutch. I
Sent you $30 & a book & a letter by the Evens. Have you
not got it yet. I Receved a letter from Mr. S. P. Wells 25 on
the other day wanting to by my land & offard it to him at
$1,000 & you to have the use off [the] house & gardens &
one aker & the old stable for 3 years if you want it. I must
close. Beleave me your affectionate Husband till death.

The day after Raney's March 12 letter, he and the 54 th Virginia
departed the Petersburg area by train and reached Wytheville in a
snowstorm. Brief duty followed there and at Saltville before the regi
ment journeyed to Knoxville, Tenn., to become part of Gen. Simon B.
Buckner's command. A month after arrival in Tennessee, Raney's spir
its were obviously higher than usual, thanks in part to a rekindled
faith.
Knoxville, Tenn., May 31•t 1863
Dear wife,
It is with the same kind Plasur that I address you a few lines
for you & the sweet ones of ours ar one of the greatest of
my hart. I am as well as usual & I hope when you Receve
these few lines you will bee enjoying the best of he Ith, the
children also. I have Returned from church in Knoxville. I
thank god that I have the oppitunity of heareing preaching
for thare are so meney things to leed our minds a way from
our duteys that it is hard to live as I wish to do. We have
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some preaching in camp by 1 of our Regt. 26 I have fath &
trust in him so I think the lord will Reward me for all I do
to surport his folerwars. Oh dear wife I wish we could bee
together to live together in the Survis of god.
I want you to write as soon as you get this. I write more
oftton but you write vary Seldom. Cant you come out &
see me. I think that we will stay heare a good sever! months,
tho we cant tell. I could make a good deal out of such as
pyes &c. if I had some one to make them. I think you could
make your Exspences if you was to come. Thare is a vary
good house near. Thare you could get board well.
Changing the subject you must send to Christiansburg &
get your money I sent you by Mr. Thomas Hendry, the Tay
lor at Christiansburg. 27 The armount I sent is $30. I also
sent my over coat & 2 par of woolen draws. David Will
iams28& myself sent our clothes to gether & thay will bee
at his house. He lives just a cross the brantch as you come
out of Town in a log house. One pig I bought of him. Pade
$450. I thort it was a good bargan [in] these times.
Please write soon & write a long letter & all the news, how
Every thing is getting a long. Give my best Respects to Mr.
Camper, 29 Finch 1°, & also all of my Neighbours. Tell the
childran Papa wants to see them vary mutch & I hope thay
ar getting good lessons. Send your letters to Christiansburg
as mutch as you can to bee maled for it is all ways 3 or 4
days before thay ar maled after that ar written ....
Raney's stay in the Knoxville area lasted five months. He and
his fellow Virginians guarded prisoners of war, constructed earthworks,
and fought sagging morale with news of major Confederate setbacks
at Gettysburg and Vicksburg. The long period in east Tennessee was
not without danger. Heavy skirmishes took place at Lenoir Station
and Elk River, with minor actions elsewhere. In mid,August, the small
force comprising the Department of East Tennessee became part of
Gen. Braxton Bragg's Army of Tennessee and marched to northwest
Georgia. Raney's next letter was written only two days before one of
the Civil War's principal battles - Chickamauga - exploded.
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Lafayette, Walker County, Georgia, Sep. l 7'h '63
My Dear wife,
I drop you a few lines to in form you that I am yet a live but
vary mutch waried from martching day & night in a fog of
dust all the time, bad water & food, & not annough Sum
times of that, but I do hope my Dear wife you & the childran
ar well & doing well. Mr. Wharey, lI a young preacher hough
[who] have bin preaching for us will Starte [home] in a day
or 2 & will take our letters. We have had no male for Sum
time. We have bin in a hussel Every since we left Bell's
Bridge.12We have had no fighting yet. Sum parts of the
armey have had Sum churmishing but we have bin dayley
& hourly Exspecting to get in it. Have bin in Reddayness a
good part of the time in line of battle. Ar at this time &
have bin for 2 days at this place.
Oh I am So wary of the Survis. I am so frale I am like a
Brooken down horse or ox. I want Rest So bad but Kno
chance to get it. I think Sum times that I would bee glad if
the yankes would get me prisnar that I might wrest a while.
I dont think that we will have Eney fight heare or Else whare
Soon. Yankes are falling back it is Sed & I Reckon we will
Stay by or at least it [is] Sirmised that Generl Buckner's
divishoun 11 & the Georgia Six months men 14 will bay them
while Bragg with his forces will make an Effort to get in the
Rear of Rosecranse. 15
Oh I want to See you & the children So mutch but the
prospects ar vary slimey now. I Saw Mr. Heslop 16 a few days
Since. He was well & also Mr. McFalin. 17 I would Send you
what money I have but I dont know what Sort of a time we
may have before we get Settled agan. You must do the best
you can for you & the childran. I be leave I will send you 20
dollars & Risk the need of it. It will leave me 11, that is if
Mr. Wharey will go whare he can deliver it Saft. I have not
Sed Eneything to him about it. Wish you would get Tho
mas Evens to write to Capt. John D. Allicksander, 18 asking
him to Settle that order & that in funds that will bee
Bankerble & as he did not comply with the contract, I think
he aught to pay a credit price [of] 1 dollar for Gantry &
find out what & if I could Lawfully dame Eney more.
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No more at present. I dont know whare to tell you to write
but I will Say this mutch, you may write to this place:
Lafayette, Walker County, Georgia, Buckners Divishoun,
Triggs Bragade, 19 care of Capt. James R. Peterson, 4°Co. E,
54 Regt. Va. Vols. If I Send Eney money I will Say in this
before I Seel it. Beleave me Dear wife & childran your True
and affectionately untill death.
Well Dear wife I will write a line or 2 this morning. Wear all
marched off of the mountain last night in[to] the valley to
wash & cook & get Reddy for a march. I under stand we
are going to chattanuga. That is in the direction of the
Enemey. Sum think that we will go to Kentuckey. It is Sed
that Gen. Long Street 41 are at Dalton, Sum 30 miles of us
now on his way to chattanuga too. So I dont know what to
say about your writeing to me, at least whare to tell you to
write to me at. I think that we will folow the yankes and
drive them out of the State of Tennessee, but at Eney wrate
write & Dyrect your Letters there .... Please write as soon
as you Receve this. I feel a little better this morning.

Chickamauga was the biggest battle in which the 54 th Virginia
had participated. The regiment lost 60 men in its brief participation.
Its bravery brought loud praise from all quarters and recommenda,
tion for the promotion of the regimental commander, Col. Trigg, to
brigadier general. Then came Confederate disasters at Lookout Moun,
tain and Missionary Ridge. Winter encampment followed in the fields
around the railroad town of Dalton, Ga., 30 miles southeast of Chat,
tanooga. The 54 th Virginia by then was at a third of its original mem,
bership. From hints given here and in his February 7, 1864, letter,
Raney went home at Christmastime on a brief furlough.
Dalton, Ga.,Jan. 21 st 1864
My Dear wife, as Lut. Burchfield 42 is going to start home I
will answer yours of the Jnl instant I Receved a few days
since. It gave me mutch pleshew to learn that you & the
children was well. I was vary unesey about you until I herd
from you. Oh I cant Exspress the gratification the Reseption
of your letter gave me. When I looked along the lines &
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Saw that word that all was well, I at times lifted as it was my
harte to god in your behalf & to think & know that I have
a companoun that is all ways good & kind and all hir thorts
& designs is to promote the generl well far of all that is near
& dear to hir Self & me, it is consolation. Dear wife, I am
happy to Say that I am more determin to Surve the Lord
than I have bin in times past. All that I am at times low
down in Spirits, but when I think of the all wise & Supreme
being ... it gave me Sum Re leaf.
Well I must change my ... Subject. I must complayne a little.
You did not write as soon as you might have dun & agan
you did not Say Eney thing about your meat & how you got
your wood choped. I do think you Seam vary mutch
disenterrestted in those things. Do the childran learn thar
books well.
I will tell you how I made out om the Road. I drawed
Rashons late at the way side hospittle &c. Spent all the
money I had & borried $6.00 & spent that tho I took all of
my Raw polk [pork]. We have bin making out tollible well
up to this time. One and another of my mess have bin or
did get Sum provisoun from home & have bought one thing
& another in camp. We drawed 4 months pay & dont know
when we Ever will draw our clitheng [clothing] money. We
by & cell one little thing or nother but I tell you Every
thing is out of all credit. Sweet pataters about 30 dollars pir
bushel, grown Pees 25 dollars to 30. Sutch cakes as you
make me would bring $15 or 20 dollars.
I do hope that we will get back to western Va. I have no
news to Entrust. We have vary good quarters & good water.
[Mis]ter Birtch 41 Says he will come to See you & would
bring me Sum little trifles. Pleas Send me if you have it to
Spare a little butter, Satchedge [sausage] fat, Peace of Polk,
Sum good cakes or biskets or flowr & lard if he thinks he
could bring it.
Oh I had lite to for got. Your Brother Peter 44 was married
not long since. So Toms wife, write his wife, is Sed to bee
vary hanse Some & but 22 years old. The Name we could
not make out to bee certen what it is.
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This is a butefule day. The Rashons ar bad but better then
thay have bin in times past or at least the advantege of be
ing in quarters & can save all makes the diferance & what
little we can by.
Well you might make Enquireyes at Mr.Andersons for $5
that James Rader 45 promice to leave thare for me. Give my
Neighbours my best Respects. You had better asertane what
Mr. Earhart will charge you for the corn. You must try and
get you a good young female hoge & I dont know what you
will do if the yankeys come. About your bacon, by and save
it if Possible. Tell old Mr. Waskey tho I am a way I am not
forgetfull of his kindness to you. Tell Mr. Camper he must
write & tell me how the churtch ar getting along & I hope
it will not forget me in thare meetings & prayers & my Dear
I hope you will bee Receved in love, faith & Spirit in your
disconsolated Situation.
Tell Charley Miller 46 I would bee glad to reseve a Letter
from him. Give Rebecca & Nancy my best wishes. You must
write by Lut. B. and please write all & Every thing Just as it
is. I am vary frale in my back. I must close. Beleave me my
Dear wife your affectionate & True untill Death.

In another winter letter from Dalton, Raney began to express
despair for the future. The Confederacy was not winning its indepen
dence; and in the process of losing, economic affairs on the home
front were becoming even more pinched.
Dalton, Ga., Feb. 7th 1864
My Dear Wife,
It is with the greatest plesew that I address you a few lines
as Mr. Surfice 47 & Crocket Kinser 48 ar going home to night.
Tha have got a discharge from the war department to at
tend thar male Routs. Tha have been held in Survis Every
Since last July contrary to law. They have had to Saw &
worke until this time to get out. Tha brought Suit last Sum
mer & gained it but was brought back arbectraerly & held
in until now. Bin put to great Exspense & trouble.
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I am as well as usual & it is my Earnest hope that you & all
the childran & Rebeca ar vary well. I have not Receved but
one Letter from you Since I left home. Please write ofton &
all the News & sine of [the] times.
Well wife, I do not [sic]want bette to go to School So mutch
& I think wear right to Try & fin Sum way for her to go. It
wont do to put it off. She is groing up in Ignorance.
It looks like it is useless to wate for the war to End & I
beleave that if we could Sell & hold pirsesson until the war
was over &c. I cant do Everything heare but we aught not
to relax our Energay in So important a matter. I am a great
mind to Cell if I can to amos if he will give me a thousand
dollars & pay me in Sutch Stuff as you would need at old
prices & gave me porsesoun until the war was over but pay
out of it what I ow in confederate money at the rates gold
and Silver ar rateing at or boroed ... Hear owing me for I
nor you [nor] Eney one knows what will bee come of us. It
looks like poverty is Staring us Stronger Every day.
What did your part of the hoggs way. Did you get your fat.
Well I have no news that would Enterrest you. Give my
best Respects to all my Neighbours. Wm. Heslop 49 is well. I
hope we will come back but the chance Seams glumey. They
ar trying to get me to Ree inlist but thare is vary few how
[who] will. I think thay hoot at the Idier.
Well I will close. Let us trust in the Lord & try to bee pre
pared at deaths call. Give my best Respects to Brother Smith
when you See him argan. Beleave me Dear wife & childran
yours Truly untill Death.
April always signaled a resumption of military campaigns. If Raney
felt apprehensions with the coming of spring, 1864, he concealed them.
Back-to-back letters home were chatty and, as always, focused on
family affairs. These were Raney's last communiques.
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Dalton, Ga., April 3"-1 1864
My Dear Wife,
It is with great plesur that I drop you a few lines this morn
ing. I am just off gard & feel wright bad. Bad cole & throat
feels sore & rough, hed ache, but I hope you & all ar vary
well.
Mr. D. J. Williams 50 will start home in 2 hours. Cant wright
mutch. I send you my flannel draws, 1 Domestic, 4 Domes
tic socks & 1 par. Shoes. I thort thay would do you more
good then $10 would in the way of getting Enny thing you
wanted. You must write to me as soon as you get this &
write all the news. Staring all about our Efforts I will not cill
the time. I have no news. Staring what is worth writeing, I
have a chance to swap & come to the Eastern armey. I will
make the Exchange if the Felow dont back out.
Kiss the children for me. Give Rebecca my best Respects. I
willclose & you must Excuse my short letter. I hird of Wil
liam A. Raney 51 a day or 2 ago. I would like to axerdentelly
happon upon him. I think that I shall have a chance to see
him ....

Dalton, Ga., Apr. 5th 1864
Well Nancy, My Dear wife, I was happy to learn once more
that you & our dear ones was well. I Receved yours today
by Mr. Whitworth. 52 I am not write well today but about. I
hope that I will bee right well in a day or 2 & my earnest
hope is that you & the children & Becca will bee Still En
joying the best of he Ith when you Receve this. I hope war
will not last mutch longer. I want to See you & the childran
vary mutch & I feel like our hevenly Farther will pirmit us
to meet again tho I Sumtimes all most dispar. Dear wife bee
faithful I. Faith is a grate helper. It Strengthens us when feeble
if we will Just make the proper application.
Well I Receved a letter 2 days Since from Lizey. Her and
the rest of the famly & our Relation was well. She Says
times ar vary hard but She Seams to trust in the all mighty
arms of god for the better. Mr. Davis is Runing the
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blockadeing 51 ••• in Runing from Willmington to See
Nassore &c. He Says that He has not hird from him for
Sum time.
Mags Bow is in Floriday but He has So meney He dont
know witch He will have.
Well I had a vary plesent dreem last night. It Seemed like I
was at home but did not feel like I had bin a way. I was
thare caries & cheerfull, playing & kissing as I thort our
young & vary Pretty fat Twin Boys Just beginning to Stand
by the chair & cradle. 54 Tho I thort one Prettyer then the
other I thort I kised him & looked a round at the other
playing own the foor. Oh I wish I could Enjoy Sutch a ... I
thort the Little fellows was so fat & playful.
Tell the childran par wantes to See them vary mutch in
deed. Tell them thay ... only to me. Write all that thay can
think of ... wife, you must write for them. [Tell] betty she
must write all about her lessons & confess boldley Eney
thing She thinks of. How do your Piggs come. [What] calf
are you getting? Eney milk now? How did you make out
for feed for your cows? Get as mutch garden as you can. I
Sent by D. J. Williams 4 Domes tick Socks, domestic draws,
1 Flanel & the Socks you Sent me. I thort that I had lost 1
par but I was mistaken. I dont need thease. I also Sent you
1 Red or unbuckled Shews ... witch you may trade for Some
thing. You can Send to Mr. Williams for thease things & if
you could Send a letter to him I would bee glad. Please tell
me how mutch you draw pir month for bred now.
Well I be leave I have no news of intrest. One corps of our
armey had a great Sham fight today. 55 We have them heare
frequently. It is Right Enterresting to a Spectator. Oh I feel
so lonely when I think of the deceased ones that use to bee
in our fond Embrace. Now I know you will think that my
dreem makes me medertate upon these but all times do. I
think of them prevous to this & can but feel that I am to a
great Exstent lost a great Suport but must bee Resigned to
the great creator. Beleave me yours vary truly and affec
tionately until death ....
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On July 22, 1864, Gen. John B. Hood ordered his Confederate
army to make a series of attacks in an effort to defend Atlanta. The
day's severe fighting proved a stunning defeat for Hood and cost him
close to 10,000 casualties in a force numbering no more than 40,000
soldiers. Several weeks later, Mrs. Ann Raney received a letter.
Camp near Atlanta, Ga., August 4 th 1864
Mrs. Raney, Dear Madam, I seat myself this morning to try
to draft you a few lines to inform you that T. A. Raney was
wounded on the 22 nd of July and fell in the hands of the
enemy. He was Supposed to be vary badly wounded but I
hope he will get well and have the pleasure of living with
you again. He was on picket and the Yankees charged them
and captured several of our Boys.They tried to get Mr. Raney
off the field but they had to leave him or be killed or cap
tured. 1 wasent with him myself.
Mrs. Raney, I am sorry to write such news to you. 1 hope
Mr. Raney will be well taken care of and get well again.
Mrs. Raney, we have been off with a lot of prisoners and
was gone ten days and this is the first chance I have had to
write to you but I suppose you have herd of him before this
time.
We all hate to loose Mr. Raney. He was a high thought of in
the Company and he was a good Soldier.
I must close. This leaves me well and I hope these few lines
will find you all well and harty and doing well.
Zedekiah Sesler"6

The whereabouts of Theophilus Raney's body is lost in history.

Endnotes
1. 1850 census returns for Lunenburg County, Va. The 1860 Montgomery County
census erroneously listed Ann P. Raney as 3 7 years old.
2. Note in the Theophilus A. Raney Papers, Virginia Tech.
3. The companies raised in April-May, 1861, included the "Fort Lewis Volunteers,"
"Montgomery Highlanders," "Montgomery Fencibles" and Company L of the
4' h Virginia, "Mountain Riflemen" of the 36 th Virginia, and "Preston Guards" of
the 11th Virginia Cavalry.
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4- The best account of the membership and movements of Raney's unit is George
L. Sherwood and Jeffrey C. Weaver, 54"'VirginiaInfantry(Lynchburg, Va., 1993).
5. Martha Haymaker was a widow with four grown children living in the area be
tween Christiansburg and Shawsville. Twenty-eight-year-old Samuel Shelton
owned a farm two lots from the Haymakers.
6. This was a hamlet between Pound Gap and the Clinch River. Sherwood/Weaver,
54'"Virginia,32.
7. Raney's third child (and first son) was sickly from birth and would die within a
year.
8. Identity unknown.
9. "Nancy" was a nickname Raney used for his wife Ann.
10. John Jesse Wade, a well-to-do attorney in Christiansburg, rose in the army to
lieutenant colonel of the 54' h Virginia. After the Civil War, Wade practiced law
in Montgomery and Giles counties before moving to Texas.
11. Raney was a bit confused with this reference. Eldred Anderson was a
Christiansburg merchant. However, Rev. William S. Edwards and his wife Fannie
lived with the Andersons.
12. No one named Moseley then lived in Montgomery County. Raney may have
meant 70-year-old William Moses, a farmer in the Lafayette area. Laborer Charles
Moses, then 28, lived in the same community and could have been the elder
Moses' son.
13. In April, 1862, the Confederate Congress passed the first conscription act in
American history. The intent was good, but the Congress soon enacted a num
ber of exemption measures. One allowed drafted men - and in some cases
soldiers - to hire substitutes in their stead. By 1863, the going price for substi
tutes in the Confederacy was $6,000.
14. This was probably John F.Linkous, who lived in Raney's sector of Montgomery
County. The 1860 census described Linkous as a 34-year-old laborer with few
assets.
15.George Earhart, then in his late sixties, was a well-to-do farmer in the Blacksburg
area.
16. William C. Waskey, his wife, and six children lived at Lafayette near the Raney
farm. Waskey was a carpenter in his mid-thirties.
17. Robert H. Mosby served as Assistant Commissary of Subsistence for the 54 1h
Virginia. A native of Pulaski County, Mosby died two months after Raney's
letter. Sherwood/Weaver, 54'"Virginia,205.
18. Drewy's Bluff, located seven miles below Richmond, was high ground over
looking a bend in the James River. It was a principal defense for the water ap
proach to the Confederate capital.
19. On December 13, the major Union army launched 13 assaults against Confed
erate lines at Fredericksburg. Gen. Robert E. Lee repulsed them all and gained
one of the most lopsided victories of the war.
20. The only family named Miles in Montgomery County at the time was that of
Christiansburg resident Samuel B. Miles. Among his children was 9-year-old
Sarah C. Miles. She may have been the child Raney mentioned.
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21. Smallpox became a major scourge in the Civil War, with outbreaks occurring
both in the armies and on the home front. The worst wartime epidemic of small
pox in the Richmond area struck early in 1863 - the period of Raney's letter.
Wyndham B. Blanton, Medicinein Virginiain the NineteenthCentury (Richmond,
1933 ), 262-64.
22. Spreading rumors ("chin music") was a favorite pastime in army camps. Raney
took one such story seriously. If the Confederacy had been seeking volunteers
for naval duty, it would not have gone searching in already outnumbered armies.
Further, logic dictates that the South would have wanted men with naval expe
rience. No record exists that Raney possessed such qualifications.
23. The 1860 census listed Jonathan T. Evans as a 44-year-old physician in the
Montgomery Springs district.
24. James T. Raney was the middle of the five Raney children. He was only four
when he died.
25. Shawsville farmer Samuel G. Wells was in his late twenties.
26. Presbyterian cleric Lindsay Hughes Blanton was chaplain of the 54,h Virginia.
27. Thomas J. Hendey enjoyed a wide reputation as both tailor and merchant.
28. Like Raney, David J. Williams was a charter member of Company E of the 54,h
Virginia. Williams was a farmer in his mid-thirties. By 1863 he had attained the
rank of corporal.
29. Jacob Camper was another tailor in Christiansburg.
30. Raney's reference here was to William B. Finch, a prosperous farmer in his
early sixties and living in the Lafayette area. Also listed in the 1860 census were
David and Greenberry Finch, both farmers in their late twenties.
31. Twenty-four-year old Presbyterian minister James Morton Wharey served for a
time as chaplain of a Virginia artillery battalion.
32. Bell's Bridge, Tenn., was nine miles northwest of Knoxville. See Sherwood/
Weaver, 54'h Virginia,72.
33. Gen. Simon Buckner's division of three infantry brigades was part of Gen. Wil
liam J. Hardee's corps in Bragg's army.
34. Raney was referring to thousands of Georgia militia called into field service
when the Federal army advanced into the northwestern part of the state. See
Joseph H. Parks.Joseph E. Brownof Georgia(Baton Rouge, 1977), 247-49.
35. Union forces under Gen. William S. Rosecrans were attempting to maneuver
south of Confederate headquarters at Chattanooga, Tenn., and get between
Bragg and the key city of Atlanta. Bragg moved his army a few miles south to
the area of Chickamauga Creek. Two days (September 19-20) of bitter fighting
ensued. Bragg won a clear victory but failed to take advantage of it.
36. Joseph L. Heslep, a laborer in the Lafayette region, joined the 54,h Virginia in
April, 1862. He was hospitalized in the months immediately after Chickamauga.
37. In all likelihood, Raney was referring to John McFarland. The 1860
census listed McFarland as a 27-year-old planter of moderate means in the
Blacksburg sector of Montgomery County.
38. John D. Alexander, formerly a captain in the l '1 Virginia Militia, became head
o(Company I ("Campbell Rangers") of the 3'J Virginia Cavalry.
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39. One of Christiansburg's most distinguished soldiers, Col. Robert Craig Trigg,
had been an attorney and newspaper editor before the war. On Sept. 1, 1863, he
received command of a brigade consisting of his own 54th Virginia plus the 6th
and 7mFlorida and the 1st Florida (dismounted) Cavalry.
40. James K. Peterson was in his mid thirties and a prewar farmer in the "Lovely
Mount" section of Montgomery County. He was a lieutenant in Raney's com
pany at its formation. In November 1863, Peterson resigned from service be
cause of "feeble health." Sherwood/Weaver, 54'h Virginia,207.
41. Lee once termed James Longstreet "my old war horse." The Georgian com
manded the First Corps in the Army of Northern Virginia. Lee had dispatched
Longstreet and his troops to the western theater to assist Bragg in the campaign
against Rosecrans.
42. Appointed a corporal at the 1861 creation of Company E, James R. Burchfield
was elected lieutenant the following spring. On May 27, 1864, he was wounded
and captured in fighting at New Hope Church, Ga. Burchfield died two weeks
later of his injuries. Ibid., 177.
43. In all likelihood, Raney was talking about Company E's Tobias Burke. The
Floyd County native was on duty with the regiment at the time. Ibid.
44. Peter A. Piercy enlisted in Mecklenburg County on Jan. 15, 1863, and became
a member of the 14th Virginia. A year later, Piercy was detailed to a brigade
band. He received his parole at Appomattox. Edward R. Crews and Timothy
Parrish, 14'h VirginiaInfantry (Lynchburg, Va., 1995), 131.
45. A brickmason living in the Christiansburg district, James Rader was in his early
fifties and the father of nine children.
46. The 1860 Montgomery County census contains no resident named Charles
Miller. Only one Miller lived in Raney's section of the county. Joseph Miller was
a farmer with three sons of military age: John T., George W., and Edward J.
47. John Surface was an original member of the 54th Virginia's Company E. When
Raney mentioned him, Surface had just been discharged from service and was
on his way home. Sherwood/Weaver, 54mVirginia,219.
48. A farmer in the "Lovely Mount" area of Montgomery County, John Crockett
Kinser had joined the 54th Virginia in May, 1862. Ibid., 198.
49. Here Raney was actually referring to compatriot Joseph Heslep, who had been
sick in a military hospital for at least six weeks. George W. Heslep was then the
postmaster of Lafayette, Va.
50. David Williams had been absent from duty during August-December, 1863. At
the time of Raney's letter, he was likely going home on sick fuFlough. Ibid.,228.
51. The only William A. Rainey in Confederate service was a Georgia soldier who
died in the first year of the war.
52. This reference could possibly be to Jeremiah M. Whitworth, a farmer in the
Montgomery Springs area near Blacksburg.
53. Although the Union blockade of the Southern coast gradually tightened
throughout the war, blockade-running vessels continued to get in and out of
Confederate ports until the final months of the struggle. The identity of "Mr.
Davis" cannot be ascertained.
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54. Mrs. Huckle, the last custodian of the Raney papers before their deposit at
Virginia Tech, offered an intriguing conjecture that either son James or young
est son George perhaps had a twin who died earlier in life. No other reason save
desire can be given for Raney's mention of twins in the family.
55. Snow ball battles often occurred in winter to break the monotony of camp life.
"Generals, colonels, captains and privates all took part," one soldier recalled.
"They would usually divide off into two grand divisions ... the snow balls would
begin to fly hither and thither ... It was fun while it lasted, but after it was over
the soldiers were wet, cold and uncomfortable." Sam R. Watkins, "Co. Aytch:"
Maury Grays, FirstTennesseeRegiment(Jackson, Tenn., 1952), 135.
56. Zedekiah Jacob Sesler was listed on the 1860 census as a 35-year-old farmer in
the Shawsville district. He enlisted in the same company with Raney. Sesler had
been a corporal for a time but was a private when he wrote Mrs. Raney.
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The Smithfield Review
Volume VIII, 2004

The Genesis and Dissolution of William
Preston'sSmithfield
Wirt H. Wills

Smithfield, the eighteenth-century plantation home of William
and Susanna Preston in Montgomery County, Virginia, consisted of a
manor house and unknown other structures at the time of the death
of William Preston in 1783. Those structures were probably located
near the southern edge of the property of 1,860 acres, in reasonable
proximity to the manor house and cemetery. Smithfield in the twenty
first century has been reduced to 11. 76 acres owned by the Associa
tion for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities (APVA) and sur
rounded by former Smithfield lands that are now a part of the campus
of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in Blacksburg.
What follows is an attempt to chart the progression of the ownership
of the lands passed on through several generations of Prestons ulti
mately to a university campus, a family farm, and a modern housing
complex, leaving only 11. 76 acres in historic preservation.
A map reconstructing William Preston's Smithfield lands shows
l, 770 acres and the source from which Preston put together the tract
in 1773-74. 1 Another map showing the original Smithfield tract su
perimposed on present-day Blacksburg can be found on pages 72-73
of volume 6 of The SmithfieldReview.Preston's will showed 1,860 acres.2
The Preston's fourth son and eighth child, James Patton Preston, was
born at Smithfield June 21, 1774, the first person born there. 3 He
inherited the property in 1783 but his mother retained use of the
property until her death in 1823.4 James Patton Preston prospered,
and in 1826 there were about 3,000 acres in the Smithfield estate. 5
He served as governor of Virginia from 1816 to 1819, and died intes
tate in 1843.
In the division of lands after James Patton Preston's death in
6
1843 the central part of Smithfield went to his son William Ballard
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Preston; Solitude, an adjoining part to the north-east, to Robert T.
Preston, and the western part - called White Thom - to James
Francis Preston, the latter two also his sons. A fourth surviving child,
Catherine Jane Preston, wife of George H. Gilmer, had interests in
Smithfield lands, but died childless, and George Gilmer sold her 662acre share to the three sons of James Patton Preston in 1852. 7
The White Thom property was conveyed to Isabella Heth, wife
of Stockton Heth, in May 1891, 8 by the heirs of James Francis Preston,
who also conveyed some land not part of the Smithfield lands to Heth. 9
Lot 2 of the Smithfield estate of William Ballard Preston was also
conveyed to Isabella Heth in May, 1891 (Figure 1). lO Lot 5 was con
veyed to Isabella Heth in 1885 11 from Sarah A. Preston, who had
received the land from Walter and Nannie (Preston) Coles in 1866, 12
as Nannie Cole's share in the William Ballard Preston division of land
after his death in 1862 (Figure 1).
The Solitude property was first sold by the Barger family to James
Patton Preston, who conveyed it to Granville Smith, whose heirs sold
it back to J.P. Preston in 1822. u It was acquired by Robert T. Preston
from James Patton Preston's estate, and 244 acres were sold to the
Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, the predecessor of Vir
ginia Tech, in 1872. 14
With the separation of White Thorn and Solitude from
Smithfield, William Ballard Preston had 994 acres to be divided, after
his death in 1862, among five surviving children. 15 The Commission
ers of the estate set aside 2 70 acres in dower land for the use of the
widow Lucy Redd Preston for her lifetime. 16 They then assigned five
lots as follows; lot 1 to daughter Lucy Redd Preston, 168 acres; lot 2
to Waller Redd Preston, 131 acres; lot 3 to James Patton Preston ( 18451911 ), 126 acres; lot 4 to Jane Grace Preston, 131 acres; and lot 5 to
Anne Taylor (Nannie) Preston, 151f acres (Figure 1). The fate of
the five parcels is the substance of the rest of this narrative.

Figure1. A photocopyshowingthe divisionof WilliamBallardPreston's
land (Smithfield), 1866. The lotsare identifiedon the mapasfollows:Lot 1:
168 acresto Lucy R. Preston;Lot 2: 148 acresto WallerR. Preston;Lot 3:
126 acresto ] . Patton Preston; Lot 4: 131 acresto Jane Preston; Lot 5: I51¾
acresto Nannie T. Coles; and the Dower Lot of 270 acres. From Montgomery
superimtxJsed
on ariginaldeedbookmap.)
County Will Book 10, p 116. (Lotnumbers
The SmithfieldReview,VolumeVIII, 2004
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As stated above, Lots 2 and 5 eventually were sold to Isabella
Heth, wife of Stockton Heth, and - along with the White Thorn
holdings of heirs ofJames Francis Preston- became the Heth family
holdings.
Lot 1 was assigned to Lucy Redd Preston, who married William
R. Beale in 1866.17The Beales executed a deed of trust on this 168acre lot on January 22, 1884 to William Ballard Preston (1858-1901,
the son of James Francis Preston, the original owner of White Thorn) .18
The Beales retained this land, however, until it was purchased from
them by Aubin L. Boulware in March 1893, who also purchased their
undivided one-fourth interest in the 2 70 acres of dower land, which
had been maintained for Lucy Redd Preston, widow of William Ballard
Preston. 19
Lot 2, consisting of 143 or 148 acres was the tract assigned to Waller
Redd Preston. 20 This tract was purchased at public sale from the heirs of
Waller R. Preston by William R. Beale and wife Lucy Redd (Preston)
Beale in 1878.21 It was conveyed to William Ballard Preston (1858-1901)
in 1884,22 who conveyed it to Hugh C. Preston 23 in 1885, who conveyed
it to trustees, who conveyed it to Waller Staples, William Ballard Preston,
and his wife Bessie in 1889,24 who sold it in 1891 to Isabella Heth 25;thus
it became part of the Heth's White Thorn.
Lot 3, the tract assigned to James Patton Preston ( 1845-1911 ),
son of William Ballard Preston, contained 126 acres. J.P. Preston appar
ently sold some of his land to Walter and Lucy Coles, as they trans
ferred their share of this land to A. L. Boulware in 1893, 26 at the time
that J. P. Preston conveyed his interest in Smithfield land to said A. L.
Boulware. 27
Lot 4 was the tract assigned to Jane Grace Preston, who married
Aubin L. Boulware in 1878.28 This tract was retained by the Boulwares
and added to Lots 1 and 3 which had been purchased by Boulware in
the accretion of Smithfield lands. The final piece of property to fill
out the 695-acre estate held by A. L. Boulware was the 270-acre dower
land held for the benefit and use of Lucy Redd Preston, widow of
William Ballard Preston. Lucy Redd Preston died at Smithfield on

Figure2. A plat of thedivisionof JaniePrestonBoulwareLamb lands
as soldto VirginiaTechand deededto APVA, 1959-1998. From plat
sheet4-45.
The Smithfieui.Review,VolumeVIII, 2004
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September 17, 1891; this death ended the use of Smithfield as a Preston
family primary residence. 29
The dower lands remained undivided. In acquiring the lands of
Lot 1 and Lot 3 respectively, A. L. Boulware also purchased the dower
equity of the other heirs when he purchased their own shares. 30 In the
case of the lands sold to Isabella Heth, the undivided dower equities
were not sold. 31 Thus, upon the death of Lucy Redd Preston, widow
of William Ballard Preston, the entire dower land of 2 70 acres fell to
the Boulwares.
Lot 5, the so,called Coles land, was sold to Sarah A. Preston in
March 1866,32 who deeded it to Isabella Heth on September 1, 1885.33
Adding the 2 70 acres of dower land to the 168 acres of Lot 1, the
126 acres of Lot 3, and the 131 acres of Lot 4, A. L. Boulware, hus,
band of Jane Grace Preston, had accumulated the 695 acres which
made up the Smithfield of the 1890s. Apparently in order to consoli,
date an uninterrupted tract, he purchased in April 1891 a four,acre
block that had been sold from the James P. Preston Lot 3 to one Tho,
mas Wilson and subsequently to 0. W. Norton, then to N. R. Stanger
and then to Boulware. 34
Janie Preston Boulware in 1904 put the 695 acres of Smithfield
in trust 35 to George Thompson Boulware, trustee, for the use and ben,
efit of said Janie Preston Boulware during her lifetime, with the re,
mainder to go at her death to her children, B. Preston Boulware, Aubin
L. Boulware, and Janie Preston Boulware; in case any of the children
pre,deceased her leaving no issue, the share of the predeceased would
go to the survivors of said children. The first child to die, Aubin L.
Boulware, died in 1924 with no issue.36 At the death of Janie P.
Boulware, the life tenant, on April 3, 1930,37 the trust land was vested
in B. Preston Boulware and Janie B. Lamb {Mrs. Brockenbrough Lamb).
B. Preston Boulware died on June 21, 1956, intestate with no issue,
leaving Janie Preston Boulware Lamb as the sole surviving heir. 38
The resulting Smithfield lands were divided into twelve parcels, 39
bounded today approximately by Price's Fork Road in Blacksburg,
South Gate Drive on the Virginia Tech campus, Duck Pond Drive on
the campus, and Plantation Road, then a farm road on the Virginia
Tech campus {Figure 2). Parcel 11, 4.65 acres containing the manor
house in the middle of these 12 parcels, had been deeded to the APVA
in 1959, 40 and Parcel 12 of 7.11 acres was deeded to APVA in 1979, 41
36
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with one acre in Parcel 12 reserved to the Lamb family, which one
acre was deeded unconditionally to the APVA in 1998.42 The sur
rounding parcels were conveyed to Virginia Tech in a series of trans
actions: Parcel 1 in 1967,43 Parcel 2 in 1968, 44 Parcels 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and
9 in 196945• and Parcels 8 and 10 in 1969. 46 Thirty acres of what had
been part of Parcels 5, 6, 7 and 8, and at the time owned by Virginia
Tech, were condemned in 1969 for development of the Route 460
bypass.47
The two accompanying figures show distribution of William
Ballard Preston's Smithfield lands in 186648 and Janie P. Boulware
Lamb's distribution of Smithfield lands to Virginia Tech and the As
sociation for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities from 1959 to
1998. 49 Although Figure 2 includes at least parts of the eastern lots
(3, 4, and dower) of the land shown in Figure 1, for various reasons an
exact overlay cannot be produced. We can say,however, that the Route
460 Bypass passes through the Parcels 5, 6, 7, and 8 on a line approxi
mately midway between the Smithfield Parcels 11 and 12 and Planta
tion Road in a southeast to northwest path (Figure 2).

Endnotes
All references to legal records refer to Montgomery County
Circuit Court Records and will be noted as WB for will books, DB for
deed books, and PS for Plat Sheets.
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The Smithfield Review
Volume VIII, 2004

"ForkMe Out the Dimes":
Newspaper Carriers'Addresses
of Salem,Virginia,1854-1904
John Long
The merry days have come, the days I like to see,
When old as well as young all love to take a glee.
'Tis Merry Christmas now - 0 what a joyous time!
And if I did know how, I'd perpetrate a rhyme.
Thus did newsboy William Magruder of the SalemWeekly Regis
ter greet his customers on Christmas morn, 1854. But within a few
stanzas, he got down to the real purpose of his poem:
I want a little pocket chink to help me through the times;
If I deserve support, you think, then fork me out the dimes!
The life of the 19th -century newspaper carrier could be a difficult
one. Generally, they were teenage boys, perhaps orphans, who were
apprenticed in the printing business. They might be paid for their
printing work, or receive room and board only, yet they typically re
ceived no remuneration for delivering papers-for
fifty-one weeks of
the year. But between Christmas and New Year's Day, the paper car
rier was eligible for holiday tips from subscribers. To remind their cli
entele of the custom, and to elicit as much in gratuities as possible,
carriers would present to their customers a printed poem known as a
carrier's address.
Carriers' addresses were an old tradition, appearing first in
America about 1720. Benjamin Franklin is thought to have penned
some for carriers of the PennsylvaniaGazette;poet Philip Freneau and
statesman Daniel Webster are known to have composed some. 1 The
custom, always most popular in New England, began to die out in the
early 20 th century, although examples as late as the 1930s can be found.
While the addresses were a perennial holiday custom for generations,
they are almost forgotten today, mainly because they were a rather
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impermanent document. Most were printed on fragile newsprint, but
even those distributed on more expensive watermarked paper (or even
silk) rarely survive. 2 These simply were not documents many people
preserved - they were typically read and enjoyed, the tip given, and
then the address discarded. Even if the local newspapers were archived,
the carriers' addresses were not often preserved along with the regu
lar issues.3 Thus, only the random carrier's address survives by hap
penstance, especially in the South. Very little research has been done
on carriers' addresses, and what little there is tends to concentrate on
the early examples, from the 18th and early 19th centuries, and mostly
those from larger cities in the North.
A pleasant exception to this rarity is the McCauley collection of
carriers' addresses in the archives of the Salem Museum in Salem,
Virginia. This collection features twenty-five addresses spanning a half
century (from 1854 to 1904 4 ), perhaps the largest collection of carri
ers' addresses from a single town in Virginia. Not only does it provide
a breadth of examples, but it also allows researchers to track changes
over time and identify common themes. It should be noted, though,
that while the Salem addresses are good examplesof the phenomenon,
they are not necessarily representativeof those from daily papers in
larger cities, since Salem was a small town and her papers always week
lies.
The figure of the 19th -century newsboy usually brings to mind
one of two competing images. One was that of the destructive waif.
Newsboys in large cities could indeed be a disruptive social element
- rowdy, homeless orphans with little education or prospects beyond
delivering papers. The Boys Clubs of America and other such groups
were founded largely to minister to their needs and keep them from
delinquency. H. G. Wells, on a visit to New York in 1904, lamented,
"the childish newsboys who sold me the papers [were part of] the
weakest spot in America's fine front of national well-being." 5
The second image was the Horatio Alger stereotype: the penni
less but determined newsie who worked his way up the economic lad
der to become a captain of industry. Neither of these characteriza
tions fit the Salem newsboys very well; but of the two, the Alger im
age comes closest to some. There is no evidence that the Salem paper
carriers were considered troublesome, orphaned waifs - several
(McClung, Denit, Webber, Grove) came from families who owned
The SmithfielaReview, Volume Vlll, 2004
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the papers. Nor did they
lack social mobility (al
though the fate of most
is not known). One,
Glenn Switzer, went on
to earn a Doctor of Di
vinity degree and serve
as a Presbyterian pastor.
Charles Dice Denit be
gan as a carrier but later
edited and co-owned the
paper and even served as
president of the Virginia
Press Association before
I..,,
retiring to serve in local
government.
Littell
McClung, carrier of the
SalemSentinel, became a
drama critic for the Bal
timoreSun and wrote for
other papers. 6
Even if these boys were hardly street urchins, going door-to-door
to beg dimes of their neighbors was not considered beneath them.
Historian Stephen N issenbaum has identified carriers' addresses as a
benign form of wassailing, that age-old tradition of youth wandering
door-to-door on Christmas day, begging for gifts, treats, or drink. Akin
to modem trick-or-treating, wassailers often sang bawdy songs to "ex
change" for a gift, and could be decidedly rowdy and destructive. 7 But
carriers' addresses were "a ritual that was largely controlled and regu
lated from above." 8 They were, after all, approved by the carriers'
employers, and on many occasions were even penned by them on
behalf of the carriers. 9
Although it should be noted that there is no explicit evidence
that Salemites feared mischief if they stiffed the newsboy, the 1875
address by Charlie Denit of the Roanoke Times10 includes a stanza that
seems to agree with N issenbaum:
No rudeness of wassail, no strong drink, no oaths,
No brawls, for all these common decency loathes.
42
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The worst of our rioters shall never offend,
Our revels shall be such as graces attend.
The Salem addresses are highly diverse in style, quality, content,
and format. Some were broadsheets, some folded brochures, two had
fancy paper covers tied on with ribbon. The poems (a few intermixed
with prose passages) range from the very clever to barely tolerable
doggerel. Most seem specifically tailored to the local community, and
many were no doubt penned by the editor of the paper, a friendly
customer, or other ghostwriter (Major R. W. Page, credited with writ
ing an address in 1886 and perhaps 1874, was a local merchant). And
certainly some - there is no way of knowing how many-were com
posed by the carrier himself. Others seem more generic and may have
been syndicated to papers around the nation for use by any newsboy. 11
Some may have mixed the two by adding local references or the
carrier's name to the syndicated poems. But despite the diversity, cer
tain common themes can be noted.

1) An Appealfor a Tip
If there is one thing universal to all carriers' addresses, it is a
request, whether veiled or explicit, for a holiday gratuity. This was, in
fact, the very raison d'etre for the genre. Although various in form and
wording, this essential part of the address typically follows an identifi
able pattern: I have given you good service through the year ("been
as good as the US Mail/ and the telegraph together" [1875, Salem
Times-Register]);and have provided you with your only source of im
portant news ("All the news that the year has furnished/ has been
culled with greatest care ... without moving, you have taken/ many a
trip to distant lands" [1899, Salem Times-Register]};I have not been
paid for this service ("The carrier boy comes once a week/ to bring
the news, but does not speak/ of remuneration for his work/but once
a year .... " [1890, Salem Times-Register]);I am in dire financial need
("Make those happy who have been sad/ because they could not earn
their daily bread" [1898, Salem Sentineij); even a small tip is a great
benefit and will hardly be missed by the patron ("and well his pockets
will contain/ what yours will never miss" [1881 (?), Roanoke Times]);
generosity is a virtue ("To-day commence with your deeds of love/
would you win a smile from the heavens above?/ Would you fill a
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. The old year is past and gone,
The new, kind friend, bi coming on;
•f, Ile happy now while you may,
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to pay.

To play the part or "mutual friend,"t
lK 1:1ureto eom~ to some bad end;
Should yo11 try lt at some future day,
Justdon'tforgetthe
Hdevil's"
to pay.

Sorrow8 gone by cannot last,
If we bury them with the pa.111t;
Live for the present, be happy to-dl\y,
'fi" But don't rorget the "devil's"
to pay.

This ht not the place to give the ne\\.'!i,
Or or tho nation lu give my views;
To you I have but a word to say,
Just don't forget tho "devil's"
to pay.
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:F'orget your cares, let them go;

I know that •• devtY" ls a bad no.me,
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They mllke us fool so bad, you know;

Bnt It wa• given before I came;

Cheer up now, be happy and gay,
Bnt don't forget the "devil's"
to pay.

And now they will not take away,
So don't forget the "de\"ll'A'" to pay.
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Do not, for the love or the dime,
Be sUnl{y and mean-th ls is a crimeProve you are liberal now, to-day,
Rut don't forgot the 0 devil"e" to pay.
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Indeed, my rrlcnd, I know you R.re good,

.. Dn not forget, if you cbl'at, to thri,·c,
1
I Or this poor old world to own'you strin,;
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And wo111tlbe better If you could;
This of you I am honest to Hay,
But don't forget the II devil'ti ., to pay.
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You, I would remind of the sarl end
poor Moulton, the "mutual
friend;"

I u.m not very broad, nor \'ery long:
I a.m ntlt very large, nor very strong;
Rnt there I• 1111raatbig det>il, they ""Y,
So don't forget tbe '~devil'11" to pay.

If you go to cbun:h, or l!itay away,
1 Juitt don't forget the "do,•il'ti"
to p11y.
.

f'or you .,-e have u,ed piiper and ink,
Forwhlcb you hnve paid the boss, I think,
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If a mAn with his wife cannut stuy,
Just don't forget the 11 devil'!1" to pny.

But I dld not call for that w-dayJw,t don'L forget the "dt>\'ir:!!" to pny.

\Vben a man nod woman fuss,nd fightt;omebo.ly is wrong-both
a.re not right-
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heart on earth with joy?/ Then kindly remember your Carrier Boy."
[1888, Salem Times-Register]);and a virtue well suited to the season
("Now that the birthday of Christ is here/ let us do our best our friends
to cheer." [ 1896 Salem Sentineij).
Carrier boys were frequently (perhaps always in Salem) also em
ployed as printing apprentices, colloquially called print devils. Thus a
frequently used phrase in holiday addresses plays on the expression
"give the devil his due" or some variant ("I know that you are kind
and good/ and would be better if you could;/ Cheer up now, be happy
and gay/ but don't forget, 'The Devil's to pay."' [1885, Salem Times
Register]).This phrase thus succinctly delivers the desired message:
your carrier is a poor but a hard worker, and a holiday tip is obligatory,
if not mandatory. And usage of the term devil perhaps reinforced the
sub rosa idea that mischief might result from stiffing the poet - a
vestige of the wassailing tradition?

2) Singingthe Praisesof the LocalPaper
A variation of this appeal for funds was a reminder of the ben
efits of the local press, and a call for the customer to renew his sub
scription to this fine newspaper for the coming year. The 1877 ad
dress of the Salem Registereven featured a center column advertise
ment for the job-printing office of the paper (very higheststate of the
art, at shortnotice,on reasonableterms).In 1903, carriers Collins Grove
and Glenn Switzer of the Salem Times-Registerand Sentinel 12 noted:
So in this merry mundane show
The local press fills up a gap.
For otherwise how would you know
About the dashing Mrs. Knapp
Or how the sweet Miss Furbelow
Led off the dance with Mr. Strauss
At Miss Delightful Jones' house?

In 1878 Charlie Kizer shrewdly mixed a call for subscriptions
with his own hint for a tip:
And all who would wisely and happily live
Should quickly subscribe for The Conservative.
Those who have read it and thus have grown wiser
Must not forget their friend Charles G. Kizer.
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The next year, Kizer ( who
has been called the "poet laure
ate of the [Salem] newsboys 13)
poked fun at the accuracy of the
competing
paper in town,
Charlie Webber's Salem Weekly

Register:
Our friend, C. M. Webber,
a Register keeps
Of the town and the county in
which there are heaps
Of news telling truly just how
matters go,
With, mayhaps, an item that
isn't quite so.
Finally, in an undated ad
CharlesDiceDenit, from newspaper dress believed to be 1881, Kizer
carrierto editorand owner
praises the entire newspaper
trade:
Sure printing is a glorious art,
Strong in its growing might.
The world had still in darkness been
But for it's spreading light.

If indeed carriers' addresses were benign forms of wassailing "mis
rule" approved or even penned by the employers, it is no surprise that
they would become a form of advertising as well.

3) Commentary on the News
The relationship between the tipper and the tipped in this case
was based on an information exchange: I bring you news, so fork me
out the dimes. It should not then be surprising that commentary on
the events of the previous year would be included in many carriers'
addresses. It was a sort of poetic year-end summary - here are impor
tant and interesting happenings about which you read during the past
twelve months, and about which you would know nothing if not for
my services. Major events far from Salem are referenced in many ad
dresses, including the search for the lost Franklin expedition in the
Arctic and the Crimean War ( 1854 ); the Russo-Turkish War of 1877;
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the Sino-Japanese War of 1894; the Dreyfus Affair in France ( 1899);
the Boer War and death of Queen Victoria ( 1901); and the eruption
of the Caribbean volcano Pelee in 1902, killing 29,000. Closer to home
and receiving more attention are such national events as Hayes' in
auguration (1877); Coxey's Army's march on Washington and the
Pullman Strike of 1894; the Spanish-American War and subsequent
Philippine Insurrection (1899); and the assassination of President
McKinley in Lyle McClung's 1901 address:
Then our own land was shadowed in darkness and gloom
When the head of our nation was borne to the tomb;
Struck down in the midst of manhood's fair prime
By the hand of a dastard steeped in hatred and crime.
State and local events receive much attention as well. Unfortu
nately, these are the events about which the reader may be able to
discern the least, since the carrier's reference might be the only his
torical documentation of an event. 14 The Salem land boom is men
tioned in the 1890 address; the town's Centennial celebration in 1902;
and tantalizing hints of local gossip are occasionally discerned.
Certainly the ugliest reference to local affairs is found in the 1869
address of the RoanokeTimes. Virginia had recently concluded a con
vention to draft a Reconstruction constitution, a meeting dominated
by Unionist "scalawags" who had opposed Virginia's participation in
the Confederacy. Issues of race turned the debate to bitter rancor should the recently freed slaves vote? Serve in government? Receive
an education? Carrier William McGee felt no qualms about express
ing his opinion of the convention and the resulting Underwood Con
stitution:
You've heard, too, of the Bones and Banjo Convention
Where the whites and the blacks met in angry contention;
There was Holmes, and old Bayne, and Underwood too'
Who swore they intended to fight the thing through .. :
Yet the thing that they dubbed a state constitution
Is of all rights a base prostitution;
But such was expected of base carpet-baggers,
Of big buck niggers and white scalawagers.
Now what is the case, if such be the rules,
The whites and the blacks will mix up in the schools... 15
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We can surmise that McGee's opinion was a dominant one
amongst paper subscribers in Salem, for no carrier would jeopardize
his chance at a tip by expressing unpopular or controversial opinions.

4) Listsof LocalBusinessesand Residents
Some carriers' addresses included long lists of local names which
provide an invaluable glimpse of social and economic life in Salem.
Politicians, professors, civic officers, and business leaders are most of
ten noted. Why certain ones are included but others are not can never
be known. Perhaps those listed were subscribers to the paper or ad
vertisers therein; or perhaps the carrier merely assumed them to be
good tippers.
Kizer's 1879 address for the Conservative is the most extensive
example. In it, he pays tribute to the faculty of Roanoke College:
We've a college of which we can justly be proud;
Roanoke, we count second to none in the crowd
Of learned institutions: and never before
Of professors could she boast a more able corps,
Dreher, Holland, Yonce, Wells, Crabtree, Painter, Haislip,
In the waters of wisdom can each deeply dip. 16
Kizer also pays tribute to county clerk of court William McCauley
( who coincidentally was the man who collected the Salem carriers'
addresses through the years):
When his office for license of marriage men seek
With a pit-pat heart and a hot blushing cheek,
His kind smile assures them-mid deeds and der:rees
'Tis an everyday matter, pray, sit at your ease.
Frank Webber of the Registerin 1882 celebrated dozens of local
businesses, including the prominent Brown's general store 17:
The store at Brown's Corner at this wintry season
Has goods that must suit every person of reason.
'Tis kept by the senior J. R. C. Brown
Who is so well known in the country and town,
That for me to attempt his good points to express
To thousands might seem only wasteful excess.
Webber also mentions several businesswomen, mostly milliners
or seamstresses:
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The SalemTimes~Register
staff
Mrs. Julia Parrish, well versed in her trade,
Can supply all the ladies with buttons and braid
Hats, bonnets and flowers, and ruffles and laces,
To show to advantage their beautiful faces.
All ladies who wish millinery to buy
Can at Mrs. Marks find a charming supply.
Mrs. Alberta Stevens is offering for sale
Hats, ornaments, flowers, a bonnet, a veil,
Or trimmings, all so very pretty and nice,
You've but to examine to buy in a trice .
An interesting variation of this theme were satirical jabs at some
professionals . Kizer in 1879 again takes the lead:
We've lawyers with legal acumen as great
As e'er cheated a man out of home or estate;
The SmithfieldReview, Volume Vlll , 2004
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Blair, Ballard, Strouse, Hansborough, Watts, Logan, Palmer,
Is each for his clients a silver-tongued charmer

He was a bit more generous to local physicians:
Call Griffin, Wiley, Bruffey, Dillard, Terrill,
If your health or your life or your limbs are in peril.

Willie Francis (RoanokeTimes,1869) had less regard for doctors:
Next comes the doctor with his lotions and pills,
A nostrum, he says, to cure all your ills;
He never takes it himself, but gives it to you,
For ache, or for pain, or for Tic-Doloreaux.
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Politicians get it from Major R. W. Page, a local businessman
who penned an address for carrier Joseph Denit of the Salem Times
Registerin 1885:
Hell or Hades, 'tis all the same
The politicians fan the flame
Nearest the fire, for there they stay
Don't you forget, 'The Devil's to pay.'

It should be remembered that this satire must have been chari
tably received by its targets, since as always, the carrier wanted gratu
ities from the very people he lampooned.

5) Holidayand ReligiousThemes
Since carriers' addresses were a holiday tradition, it is no sur
prise that many featured religious imagery and Christmas symbols.
The biblical story of Christ's birth is frequently referenced and an
obvious choice, such as this from 1888:
One night, at this season long ages ago,
The star-spangled heaven smiled in beauty, I know.
For soft on the plains of Judea fell its light
As the shepherds were watching their flocks
through the night ...
They thought of their promised Messiah and prayed
That His corning to earth might not long be delayed.

Other addresses went in unexpected directions. In 1876, R. Watt
Parsons of the Salem Registercomposed a clever mix of prose and po
etry in which Father Time and the Old Year 1876 address a banquet,
recounting the events of the past year before retiring for a well-earned
drink:
I have seen much, and heard much that I well could
wish forgot;
But I have held the even tenor of my way, and have
My duties all discharged. No man
Could say that I lacked in months or weeks
Or days. The seasons I have wheeled
I tum, the year throughout; and now
My task is done. I have performed
That wherefore I was sent, and yield
My place to '77, my next of kin.
The Smithfield.Review, VolumeVIII, 2004
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In 1881, Frank Webber of the same paper recounted a dream in
which he visited heaven and conversed with St. Peter. Lest anyone
miss the point of the address, Peter closes the discourse with a con
demnation of stingy people and a promise of extra blessings for those
who support carrier boys:
One instance of goodness I must not forget
On which a peculiar high value is set
I mean the small trifle which patrons bestow
On the carrier boy ...
On [generous souls'] appearing before Heaven's gate
At once their admitted, they're not asked to wait.

In 1900, Clifford Webber of the Times-Register
had Santa Claus
get his pack stuck in the carrier's chimney. Santa comforts himself
that Clifford will get his presents anyway - from generous custom
ers.
Probably the most melodramatic poem in the collection was writ
ten by Professor F.J.Smith in 1886, and distributed by carrier Willie
Francis. 18 In it, an ailing girl, Ethel, wants to give Christ as a Christ
mas gift to her paper carrier. He is hesitant, but as she lies dying the
next day, the carrier confesses his conversion: "I love your dearJesus
now, Who cameto earthanddiedfor me... " She then passes on in peace.
Such overtly religious carriers' addresses became more common
through the years. There can only be one reason - this type of emo
tional appeal must have elicited good tips during the Holidays.
No carrier's address from Salem survives past New Year's Day,
1904. It is unclear if the tradition continued past that date or for how
much longer. McCauley the collector lived until 1908, and we may
surmise that had there been addresses distributed in his last years he
would have archived them. But nationally the tradition was dying out
by the early twentieth century, and it may be that the newly merged
Salem weekly retired the carrier's address after that year.
Today, the teenage newspaper carrier is also becoming a thing of
is delivered
the past in the Roanoke Valley. The SalemTimes-Register
by the U.S. mail, and the RoanokeTimes daily by adults managing
extended, early morning motor routes. But not so long ago, as a teen
ager, the author was an afternoon carrier for the RoanokeTimes.Every
December I received from my manager a stack of 3x5 greeting cards
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stating simply, "Happy Holidays from your paper carrier," with a line
to sign my name. Most customers responded with a tip or other gift. I
did not know I was participating in the last vestige of an old Ameri
can tradition. And it never occurred to me to write a poem.
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Portraitof a Survivor:
The Longand EventfulLifeof
Mary Draper1ngles
Ellen AppersonBrown

In a previouseditionof The Smithfield Review (Volume Vll), the
author traced the historiographyof literature concerning the life of
Mary Draper Ingles,attempting to sort out the facts from thefiction.
In this article, she explores the life of Mary Inglesfurther, posing a
different set of questionsconcerning the meaning and significanceof
her story.
Mary Draper Ingles's long life provides us a window into a re
markable period of American history, and our attempts to understand
her suffering, her fears, and her courage help us to understand the
birthing process of our nation. We know enough about Mary's life to
piece together a fairly complete biography, and in the process of paint
ing her portrait we may reach a deeper understanding of the lives of
other women, men, and children who lived in Virginia's backcountry
during the colonial period.
American audiences have become accustomed to such portraits
through the work of Ken Bums, the documentary film maker. His
documentaries serve as an introduction to social history, especially of
the Civil War period and, moving back earlier in the nineteenth cen
tury, of the Lewis and Clark expedition. It should be possible to ex
tend the dates back even further to the period between 1745 and
1775, when Virginia's backcountry began at the Blue Ridge and ex
tended as far as the Mississippi. It is hard for denizens of the twenty
first century to imagine the dangers, hardships, and challenges these
people had to endure.
Mary Draper Ingles survived a grueling physical ordeal when, as
a young woman, she and a German woman escaped from a Shawnee
camp in Kentucky and walked hundreds of miles through the wilder
ness, reaching Virginia after a journey of at least forty days. These two
The SmithfieldRei·iew,VolumeVIII, 2004
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Mary DraperIngles'itinerary,from DrapersMeadows,Blacksburg
(upperright)travelingwest with the Shawnee(dottedline) as far as their
campon the Ohio Ritiernearpresent-dayCincinnati;
and herreturneastfollowingrit>ers
and creeks(solidline).
(mapby WilliamH. Chappell,from thedustjacketw Trans-Allegheny Pioneers,
3rded., by]ohnl'. Hale[Radford,Va.: RobertalnglesSieele,197l])
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women, emaciated and scantily clad, struggled through a hostile land
scape. Since there were no eyewitnesses, other than themselves, to
the events of their journey, all we have left today are a few bits and
pieces of documentary evidence. Mary's story has become legendary,
and, like all legends, its facts have been obscured over time. We can
read about her in the manuscript (Escapefrom Captivity) penned by
her son, John Ingles; in the "historical sketches" (Trans-AlleghenyPio
neers), written by her great grandson, John Hale; in a novel (Follow
the River) by James Alexander Thom; or in the play (The Long Way
Home) by Earl Hobson Smith. 1 These writers have tended to empha
size the early chapters of Mary's life, with all the dangers and incred
ible hardships she endured. Another very different story could be
told featuring her life experiences - as a wife and mother and as a
woman caught up in the tumultuous events of a nation's founding.
At the end of Mary's wilderness ordeal, after she and her hus
band were reunited, William and Mary did not ride off into the sunset
and live "happily ever after." Women in the backcountry were ex
pected to keep the home fires burning, the crops growing, and the
wolf from the door, even when their husbands left on militia assign
ments for months at a time. We have a rare opportunity here to con
sider the life of a quintessential pioneer woman and to find examples
of her strength and courage throughout the many seasons of her life.

Homecoming - 1755 Physical and Emotional Exhaustion
Mary's homecoming, in November 1755, however joyful, must
have been tempered with sadness and anxiety. The lngleses' sons Thomas and George- remained in captivity, and their home at Drap
ers Meadows had been completely destroyed. Most of the neighbor
ing families had abandoned their homes and moved away. Mary's physi
cal health had been severely impacted by starvation, exposure, and
exhaustion. Several accounts record that she had lost weight, that
several of her teeth were loose, and that her hair had turned white. It
must have shocked William to see her in this frail condition, and he
may have wondered if her former health and energy would ever be
restored.
Mentally and emotionally, Mary may have suffered from the phe
nomenon we call Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. From the scattered
The SmithfieldReuiew,Volume VIII, 2004
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evidence, it is difficult to know how well she recovered from the trauma
she endured. She certainly had good reason to be fearful. According
to various sources, she believed that the Shawnee would renew their
attacks on the colonial settlements. In the summer of 1756, while
Mary and her husband, William, were seeking shelter at Fort Vause,
she is said to have had a "premonition" that Indians were in the vicin
ity and preparing to attack. She persuaded William to pay attention
to her fears, and they soon left the fort and headed eastward to an
other fort near the Peaks of Otter. Fort Vause was attacked just hours
after they left, and all of the inhabitants were either killed or cap
tured.
Mary insisted on living in Bedford for several years, even though
William stayed in the backcountry, protecting and securing his claims
to several parcels of land. William apparently provided a good home
for Mary in Bedford and did everything possible to ensure her comfort
and safety. The birthdates of their next three children are uncertain,
but she probably had a rest from bearing and raising children for two
or three years, allowing her body to gradually regain strength.

Recovery - Mary Rentrns to the New River in 1761
Mary apparently made a full recovery, for she seems fit and feisty
in this account of an Indian attack made about 1761 at Ingles Ferry.
Mrs. Ingles remained in the settlement below the Blue Ridge
until there seemed a better prospect of peace and security
at the frontier; she then returned to New River, where her
husband and she permanently established themselves at
"Ingles Ferry."
William Ingles built here a Fort for the security of his own
family and others who were now settling about him, and
several times afterwards the neighbors were gathered in this
fort for safety and common defense, when Indian attacks
were made or threatened.
Once, when there was no one at the house or Fort but Wil
liam Ingles and his wife, she discovered, stealthily approach
ing the house, nine armed warriors in their war paint. She
gave the alarm, and William Ingles at once posted himself
in a position of defense, but discovered that he had but one
bullet, and that in his gun. Mrs. Ingles soon got the lead
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and the ladle, however, and molded bullets as fast as he
fired.
Having failed to take the place by surprise, as they had evi
dently expected, the Indians, after a few rounds, fired with
out effect, abandoned the attack and left. 2

SharedExperiences- Reunion with Bettie Draper
During those years in Bedford, we have no way of knowing if
Mary found anyone to talk with about her experiences among the
Indians. Many of the women living nearby may have viewed her with
awe and respect, but they could not fully appreciate what she had
endured. Imagine Mary's great joy, in 1761, to be reunited with her
sister-in-law, Bettie Draper, who had been released after six years in
captivity. The two women could offer one another a special sort of
sympathy and understanding.
Most of Mary's neighbors probably had little first-hand knowl
edge of Indian beliefs or behavior. They could only think of them as
savages. Mary Ingles and Bettie Draper had lived among the Shawnee
long enough to see them as human beings and to have some respect
for their culture. John Draper had several cross-cultural encounters
as he tried to locate his wife and negotiate for her release. William
Ingles, too, had frequent contact with the Indians as he made trips to
Ohio in an effort to find his son. On his last trip, William Ingles made
the mistake of taking along a barrel of rum as a form of barter:
A very unwise move on the part of William Ingles ... came
very near costing him his life. Knowing the fondness of the
Indians for strong drink, he had taken with him a keg of the
"firewater," in addition to some money, and goods and trin
kets, for trading, hoping, by one or the other, or all of these,
to induce the Indian father to se II him the boy ...
While waiting the return of the absentees, he was trying to
make "fair weather" with the Indians at Scioto, and, think
ing to conciliate them, he gave some of them his rum. He
very soon saw the mistake he had committed, but it was
too late to correct it.
The Indians, having their appetite inflamed by the small
allowance, determined to have more. They seized his rum,
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drank it all, and were soon wildly and uproariously drunk.
They threatened to kill him, and were about to put their
threats into execution, but this time the squaws came to
his relief, and, no doubt, saved him from a terrible death.
They secreted him and kept him secreted until the Indians
got over their drunken debauch, and came to their sober
senses.1
In a very real sense, the Draper and Ingles families lived in a
border country between two warring worlds. Mary and Bettie had a
shared experience that their friends and neighbors could scarcely un
derstand.
No records survive of Bettie's homecoming, after six years in cap
tivity, or of the social or emotional difficulties she may have faced.
Her adjustment back into the rhythms of European life could not
have been easy. She and John eventually moved about twenty miles
south of Ingles Ferry, where they had seven children. The two families
maintained close ties, so the survivor stories of both women may have
become intermingled over time. Unfortunately, neither woman left
any written accounts of her remarkable life.

A Visitor's Journal Entry - 1779
One contemporary description of Mary Ingles has survived, how
ever, in a journal written by Lord Henry Hamilton, a captured British
governor. Lord Hamilton spent the night at Ingles Ferry in 1779, on
his way, under guard, to Williamsburg. One evening during his stay,
Mary told this British stranger her story, some twenty-four years after
her ordeal. In his journal, Hamilton remarked about the lngleses' home
and hospitality, but he took particular note of Mrs. Ingles - of the
amazing details of her experience and of her melancholy mood. This
is how he described the scene:
A beautiful girl, his [William lngles's) daughter, sat at the
head of the table and did the honors with such ease and
gracefull simplicity as quite charmed us. The scenery about
this home was romantic to a degree. The river was beauti
ful, the hills well wooded, the low grounds well improved
and well stocked. Mrs. Ingles in her early years had been
carried off with another young woman by the Savages and
tho carried away into the Shawnee country had made her
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escape with her female friend & tho exposed to unspeak
able hardships, and having nothing to subsist on but wild
fruits, found her way back in safety from a distance of 200
miles. However, terror and distress had left so deep an im
pression on her mind that she appeared absorbed in a deep
melancholy, and left the arrangement of household con
cerns & the reception of strangers to her lovely daughter.4
It is interesting to speculate about why Mary might have been so
sad that evening. She could have been thinking about her little son,
George, who had been just two years old at the time they were cap
tured. He had been separated from his mother and sent to live with a
Shawnee family. Mary eventually learned that he had died soon after
they were separated.
Or perhaps she was thinking about the infant she may have born,
soon after leaving Drapers Meadows. We do not know for certain
whether she was indeed far advanced in pregnancy at the time of the
attack, or whether she was even pregnant, but the stories persist. If
she did give birth on the trail and if she did later decide to leave her
healthy baby behind in captivity, knowing it could never survive the
long journey home, surely these were painful memories. Any woman
would have vivid memories of such a birth- in the woods; surrounded
by terrifying strangers; not knowing if they would kill her or the child;
and having only the assistance of Bettie Draper, who had a broken
arm.
Mary could have been thinking about her son, Thomas, who
had, in 1768, returned from captivity, married, and had children of
his own. Perhaps she feared that history would repeat itself and that
her son and his family, who were living in Abb's Valley, might suffer
the same ordeal. Perhaps she had another premonition, for there was,
in fact, just such an attack at Burke's Garden in the summer of 1781.
[Thomas and his wife Eleanor had three children - William, Mary,
and Rhoda - and were living in an idyllic spot, far from any paths
frequented by Indian war parties. Thomas was working in the field
one day when Shawnee attacked his home and carried off his family.
Although Thomas was able to collect a large contingent of neighbors
and militiamen to chase after them, their attempt to attack the Indian's
encampment went terribly wrong. The two oldest children, William
and Mary, received mortal wounds, but the baby escaped unharmed.
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Eleanor Ingles, another woman with an amazing survival story, re
ceived a tomahawk blow to the head and lay close to death, yet she
recovered and lived for many years.]
It is also possible that Mary's emotions were conflicted by the
presence of this British officer, knowing that Virginia was now at war
against the British and also knowing that this man held the nickname
of "scalp-buyer." She would have known that the British were en
couraging their Indian allies to attack colonial settlements, offering a
reward for each scalp. The French, of course, had used the same tac
tic against the English settlements in 1755. For William and Mary
Ingles, the violent nightmare of border warfare had still not ended.

Divided Loyalties- William Ingles a Tory?
By 1779, many (perhaps as much as fifty percent) of those living
in Montgomery County were reluctant to break their allegiance to
Britain, and many of them were tried as Tories. William Ingles, al
though a signer of the Fincastle Resolutions and one of the most
wealthy and respected citizens, was accused of being a Tory and put
on trial in 1781. Although the trial ended without producing suffi
cient evidence against him, he was required to post an incredibly high
bond - 100,000£! There is no document to indicate whether he
ever paid the fine, and by November of the following year, he was
dead.
Now, after more than two centuries have passed, his guilt or in
nocence may never be fully determined. During the 1780s, his loyal
ties were probably a matter of much public debate. We can only won
der how this affected Mary, as the war ended and as she became a
widow. She and her children were not forced to move to Canada, nor
were they forced to give up any of their possessions. With William's
reputation under a cloud, Mary may have faced some degree of disap
proval from her neighbors. She probably coped by busying herself with
work and with the needs of her growing family. Thomas, Rhoda, and
Susannah were all married by the time of William's death, and daugh
ter Mary found herself a husband in 1786.
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FreeSpirit
In the 1790s, long after the threat of Indian raids had passed,
John, the youngest of the Ingleses' children, acquired a wife and built
a spacious home near Mary's cabin. He invited his mother to move
in, but she refused to leave her cabin, perhaps because of her happy
associations and memories there. It is interesting that she wished to
remain in such a modest home, especially considering the fact that by
the time of his death in 1782, her husband had become one of the
wealthiest men in the region. Apparently Mary had worked out her
own set of priorities.
Some of the existing descriptions of Mary leave a lively and ani
mated impression. Her children and grandchildren passed along quite
a few anecdotes that speak to her independent spirit, fierce loyalty,
and deep attachment to family. In a passage from Trans-Allegheny
Pioneers,written by Mary's great-grandson in the 1880s, we learn that
she remained vigorous and agile well into her later years:
She retained a large amount of physical vigor and mental
clearness to the last. Mrs. Governor John Floyd, who lived
near her and knew her well, writing about her in 1843,
speaks of meeting her (Mrs. I.) at a religious association, or
convention, which she had attended on horseback, thirty
milesfrom home, her figure erect, and her complexion florid
and healthy, though her hair was white as snow.5
By the time Mrs. Floyd wrote the preceding passage in 1843,
good roads were becoming more common in this part of Virginia, and
old women were less likely to travel by horseback. Around 1800, how
ever, horses were still the predominant form of transportation, even
for the elderly. John Ingles operated a store on the Pulaski side of the
New River around 1800, and saddles and bridles were among the most
popular items of merchandise. 6 Mary's love of riding is confirmed in
several stories, such as this one, about her brother:
About this time, some one started a rumor that her brother,
John Draper, who was two years older than she, and the
second time a widower, was about to marry a young girl.
She was very much worried by the report, and, fearing that
it might be true, determined to go to her brother's, about
twenty miles distant, and learn the facts for herself.
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She ordered her favorite saddle horse, "Bonny," and started,
although it was late in the afternoon. When her son, John
Ingles, with whom she was living, or rather, near whom, for
she kept up her separate establishment as long as she lived,
having her own house and garden, servants, horses, cows,
etc. - came to the house and learned what had occurred,
he was very much disturbed about it, ordered another horse
saddled immediately, and started his son, Crockett Ingles,
in pursuit, to assure the old lady that it was all a joke, and
to bring her back; but Crockett could not overtake her. She
got to Draper's Valley after dark, and, satisfying herself that
she was the victim of a practical joke, she started back early
next morning, and was at home to dinner. Crockett, having
failed to overtake his grandmother the night before, stayed
all night at a farm-house by the way, and joined her and
returned home with her next morning. 7

After having lived for many years surrounded by danger, it is not
too surprising that Mary had learned to be level-headed in a crisis.
She knew just what to do one day when she accidentally stepped on a
snake, according to another family story:
Illustrating her wonderful nerve and cool presence of mind,
it is related of her that once, when walking in her kitchen
garden, among the cabbages and other vegetables, she
stepped upon the neck of a large black snake, before seeing
it. Instantly the snake, writhing in its pain, coiled itself about
her leg. She appreciated the situation at once, but instead
of screaming, or fainting, or running away, she stood per
fectly still, her weight holding the snake firmly in place,
until she called to her cook to fetch her the butcher knife,
with which she soon released herself by cutting the snake
in two. 8

Mary's seemingly boundless supply of energy and her inability to
sit idly are the sort of practical habits that would have been essential
in a frontier home. A woman's work was never done, and Mary kept
spinning until the last:
In her youth, Mrs. Ingles had learned to spin on the "little
wheel," a most useful and valuable accomplishment in those
days, and especially on the frontier, where the pioneers raised
their own flax and wool, and where most of their clothes
were of home manufacture.
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Stores were then very remote, and "store clothes" almost
unattainable. She kept up her habit of spinning to her last
years. Her temperament was so restless and active that she
could not and would not be idle. When she found nothing
else to do, instead of sewing or knitting, as most old ladies
do, she would get her wheel and put in her time at spin
ning, often despite the remonstrance of her family, who
would have preferred to have her spend her declining years
in restful quiet.
Once her wheel got out of order, and she had asked her
son, more than once, to send it to a workman and have it
repaired. He had neglected to do so, probably intentionally,
in order to discourage her spinning efforts; but when he
was away from home one day, she ordered her favorite
"Bonny" saddled, took the wheel in her lap, rode eight miles
to a carpenter, or wheelwright, had it repaired and brought
it home; after which the spinning went on as usual, though
she was then over eighty years of age.9

Growing up a Tomboy

It seems fair to say that Mary was especially well suited to life on
the Virginia frontier. Although she may not have attended school or
learned much reading or writing, she knew about practical things. As
a girl, Mary Draper spent much of her time in the out-of-doors with
her older brother, John. According to family tradition,
Mary Draper, having no sister, had spent much of her time
in her girlhood days with her only brother, in his outdoor
avocations and sports. They played together, walked to
gether, rode together. She could jump a fence or ditch as
readily as he; she could stand and jump straight up nearly
as high as her head; could stand on the ground, beside her
horse, and leap into the saddle unaided; could stand on the
floor and jump on a chair back, etc., etc. 10
In addition to her physical prowess, she seems to have mastered
all the usual skills expected of young women in those times. She was a
good seamstress, and later told her children that, while in the Shawnee
village, she made shirts for Indian warriors out of calico provided by a
French trader. She knew about edible plants and herbs and about how
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to make a poultice for her sister-in-law Bettie's arm. She apparently
knew how to dig in the ground to find edible roots, worms, and in
sects.
Mary must have had a good sense of direction and a good memory
for detail. We do not know if she had ever seen a map of Virginia (a
territory that extended all the way to the Mississippi), but she knew
how to follow the course of the rivers (the Ohio, the Kanawha, and
the New) and find her way home. During the final leg of her journey,
when her energy was almost completely drained, she found her path
blocked by nearly insurmountable cliffs. She knew she had to be near
home, but how could she get past these cliffs? The Shawnee had taken
a different route after leaving Drapers Meadows - one better suited
to travel by horse. 11 Mary's daring plan- to follow the river until she
reached home - could not have anticipated the final hardship posed
by the steep banks of the New River Gorge.

Chutzpa
The Shawnee had no reason to suspect that these captive white
women might ever try to escape. Several years later, perhaps when
John Draper was visiting the nation to negotiate for the release of his
wife, the Indians were amazed to learn that Mary Ingles had walked
all the way home to Virginia. John Hale pieced together the following
account, based on stories told by William Ingles and others who vis
ited the Shawnee,
... when they failed to return to the camp at or later than
the usual time, the Indians became uneasy, thinking they
had strayed too far and lost their way, or else had been killed
by wild beasts. Some of the Indians went some distance in
the direction they had started, but which course they had
reversed so soon as out of sight, and fired guns to attract
their attention if they should be lost. They gave up the
search that night, however, and did not renew it the next
day. Their conclusion was that the women had been de
stroyed by wild beasts, and gave themselves no further con
cern about them. They did not at all suspect that the women
had attempted an escape. 12

The Shawnee would probably have been just as amazed at the
"chutzpa" of Mary's bold idea as by her feat of survival.
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DoubtingToms
There was really no way for anyone to verify the accuracy of
Mary's account, especially within the first few years after her return.
No one knew for certain if she had traveled 100 miles, 200 miles, or
more. Later, after more captives had returned from the villages in
Ohio and after Daniel Boone and others had explored Kentucky, the
pieces of Mary's story could have been reassembled and scrutinized.
But in 1755 not many individuals had traveled the same terrain. George
Washington was one of the few colonials with some knowledge of the
Shawnee villages. According to some accounts, Washington was some
what skeptical that Mary could have made such a long journey. One
newspaper account, published in February 1756, stated that Mrs. Ingles
had survived fourteen days in the wilderness, instead of forty. 13 Within
months of her arrival home, as news of her amazing story began to
spread, the facts of Mary's ordeal began to blur and to asrnme legend
ary proportions.
William Ingles traveled to Williamsburg immediately after Mary's
return and told Governor Dinwiddie about his wife's journey and of
her concerns that the Shawnee were planning to renew their attacks
on the western settlements. The royal governor found William's argu
ments persuasive and soon ordered all able-bodied men, under the
command of young Major Andrew Lewis, to launch an offensive cam
paign against the Shawnee. Surely, he reasoned, a small force of well
provisioned men could travel to these villages, make successful raids,
and bring peace and stability to the western lands. Dinwiddie consid
ered the Shawnee to be "Banditti," and he found it difficult to under
stand why so many settlers were giving up "their Families and Inter
ests to a barbarous Enemy without endeavoring to resist them." 14 This
campaign, known as the Sandy Creek Expedition, was the only offen
sive during the French and Indian War. It was doomed from the start.
In 1756, the backcountry settlers had not had much practice in the
skills of frontier warfare or survival. Suffering from poor leadership
and planning, the exhausted and hungry men did not even reach the
Indian villages. Many of them did not make it back alive. Those who
did return had learned valuable lessons about survival and warfare in
this wild land.
One could argue that the women may have had better survival
skills in the wilderness than their male counterparts. Without the
The SmithfieldRet•iew,Volume VIII, 2004
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benefit of rifles, provisions, or guides, our heroines walked further
and survived longer than the men of the ilUated Sandy Creek Expe
dition. In the twentieth century, several enthusiastic historians have
attempted to walk along the route taken by the women as they jour
neyed home. Because they could not swim, the women had to follow
each stream and tributary until they found a place to ford them. The
generally accepted view today is that they walked about 850 miles in just over forty days.

Motivation, Faith, Sense of Purpose
One has to wonder what motivated Mary to attempt this impos
sible journey, and what kept her from giving up along the way? She
must have been self-confident, independent-minded, and full of rest
less energy. As she surveyed her prospects, considering what the Indi
ans might expect of her, and knowing that she might never see her
sons again, she apparently felt she had to try to escape, even though
there could be no turning back.
Mary's decision becomes a bit more amazing and complicated if
one considers that she may have had to leave behind a two-month
old child. This part of her story is cloaked in mystery and in contro
versy since Mary never spoke a word to her children or grandchildren
about having a baby during captivity. If she did choose to abandon
her baby, for whatever reasons, social pressures would have made it to
her advantage to keep that part of her story hidden for all time. ts
If Mary was pregnant at the time of her capture and did deliver
her child in the forest during the journey to the Shawnee village, such
an experience adds considerably to the long list of her extraordinary
feats of courage and resilience. If she later decided to abandon her
baby, knowing that it would not survive the long trip home, her or
deal assumes even more wrenching and terrible proportions. It would
explain her state of melancholy, when, years later, she told Hamilton
about her ordeal. Of all the details concerning Mary's life, the possi
bility that she had - and then abandoned from necessity - a baby
remains the most difficult event to absorb, yet the most inspiring, too.
Every year, when the leaves begin to fall and the nights tum
cold, I think of Mary's journey and marvel that she could have found
the strength to keep going. Each step of the way, she moved further
from her children but closer to her husband. She had no way of know68
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ing that she would live to have four more children and at least thirty
grandchildren. She certainly did not know that she would become
famous or that future generations would write books and plays about
her ordeal. She could not have imagined her life at Ingles Ferry, the
crossing place of the New River where she and William would build a
cabin, a fort, a tavern, a blacksmith shop, and a store. She could not
imagine that she would see her son Thomas again, after thirteen years
living among the Shawnee. And, she could not know that her friends
and neighbors would one day decide to fight a war of independence
against Great Britain.
For anyone who can claim to be a descendant of Mary Ingles,
there is good reason to feel pride. Her story is a reminder, however, of
something significant and powerful all of us have inherited from Mary
and her generation of pioneers - her spirit. That's the great revela
tion that comes from delving into history: one encounters people who
lived their lives so powerfully and so well that they remain an inspira
tion to future generations.
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Figure1. A photographof Saltvilletakenfrom theoverlook
eastof town on Route 107.
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Conquistadorsat Saltvillein 1567?
A Reviewof the Archeological
and DocumentaryEvidence*
Jim Glanville'
Preamble
The town of Saltville and the chemical plant that began operat
ing there in 1895 occupy an important place in the history of the
United States chemical industry 2 and especially in the history of the
electrochemical industry. 3 The closure of the plant in 1970, after 75
years of operation, came in the wake of the United States' first Earth
Day celebration 4 and occurred in the spotlight of national attention
when Saltville became inappropriately notorious as the-town-that
ecology-shut-down,5 with contemporaneous news stories appearing
in Life magazine, 6 the WashingtonPost,7 and other national media out
lets. The story of the closing of the Saltville plant and the retraining
of its former employees was later the subject of a book. 8
The Saltville Foundation is a nonprofit organization founded in
the wake of the collapse of the chemical industry in the town and
sponsor of Saltville's Museum of the Middle Appalachians. The Foun
dation employs the slogan "Through all time ... Saltville, Virginia:
The Most Historic Spot in America." To justify this hometown hyper
bole, one can cite the indisputable presence of pre-Clovis Americans
in town - in the form of fossil evidence of great importance to the
story of the peopling of the Americas 9 ; the involvement of Saltville
residents in writing the Fincastle Resolutions 10;a preamble, according
to some authorities, 11 to the writing of the United States Declaration
of lndependence 12; Saltville as the home of Revolutionary War he
roes13;Saltville as an important Civil War site - "The Salt Capital of
the Confederacy" - as the sign proclaims on the way into town from
Chilhowie, to which topic an entire book has been devoted 14; the afore*©Copyright Jim Glanville, 2004. All rights reserved.
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mentioned founding of the United States electrochemical industry;
as well as, amazingly, the founding of the Chinese chemical indus,
try 15;and, somewhat anticlimactically, Saltville as the final resting
place of the engineer who was "scalded to death by the steam" in the
train crash immortalized in the song The Wreckof theOld '97, creating
what became the first million,copy,selling phonograph record in the
history of the United States. 16
To this remarkable string of events (and our list is not exhaus,
tive), we may add the opinion of local geologist Charles Bartlett:
"Saltville can probably claim to be the most fascinating two square
miles in Virginia, or possibly the eastern United States, owing to its
geology, paleontology, history, and past industrial production." 17
The actual resource of Saltville is brine - a solution of salt in
water. Boiling brine to drive off its water is a traditional way of making
dry salt that has been practiced around the world for thousands of
years. The chief alternative to boiling, particularly in warm, dry cli,
mates, is to allow for the brine's natural evaporation. Of the many
descriptions of salt,making by evaporation or boiling, one of particu,
lar relevance to the present story describes salt,making in the vicinity
of Cape Fear, North Carolina, and incidentally describes the salt,mak,
ing activities of the state of North Carolina at Saltville during the
Civil War. 18 After thirty years of idleness since the chemical plant
closing, Saltville has once again started commercial salt production
as a side,effect of the use of its brine fields for natural gas storage. 19
The author, aware of the many aspects of Saltville history de,
scribed above, was surprised when he found an obscure Google hit
that linked Saltville to sixteenth,century Spanish expeditions into
the interior southeastern United States. 20 Following up that lead pro,
duced a fascinating story and, for him, an entirely new aspect of
Saltville's history: Spanish contact in the mid,sixteenth century, which
raises the tantalizing possibility that the history of European develop,
ment in Virginia begins not in the east of the state, but in the west.
That story is told here.

Introduction
Writing in 1946, the celebrated American anthropologist John
R. Swanton said: " ... there was a Spanish period in the histories of
Florida,2 1 Georgia, South Carolina, and even North Carolina, and we
72
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have to add a Spanish period in the history of Virginia, though it is
brief and tragic." 22 Swanton was referring to the Jesuit mission on the
Chesapeake that was wiped out in 15 71; but that is only part of the
story. It is the purpose of this article to speculate about the first Euro
pean contact with Native Americans 23 in Virginia, and about the pres
ence of conquistadors at modern-day Saltville 24 in 1567. The author
will argue that the first Virginian 25 to whom we can give a name was a
Native-American woman from Saltville. Evidence for these specula
tions and assertions will come from two sources: Spanish archival
documents and modern archeology.
Within the past decade, significant advances have been reported
both by historians in the Spanish archives and by archeologists in the
field. Taken together, those advances strongly imply that the neigh
borhood of modern-day Saltville was visited by members of the Juan
Pardo expedition that traveled through nearby North Carolina in 1567.
This claim is based on a careful and comprehensive reading of
the pertinent literature, including at least one English translation of
all of the primary Spanish documents and relevant professional ar
cheological papers. Thus, whatever the reader may conclude about
the merits of the conclusions, this paper brings together for the first
time the key references bearing on the question of early Spanish con
tact in Virginia west of the Blue Ridge.
The town of Saltville has had a long association with Smithfield
and with the Patton and Preston families. The very earliest of surveys
of land in the Saltville vicinity, in the years 1746 and 174 7, are re
corded in the name of]ames Patton. 26 In 1793 the 16-year-old Sarah
Buchanan Campbell of present-day Smyth County married Francis
Preston of the Smithfield plantation. He then moved to Saltville from
Blacksburg and took over the salt-making operations, later renaming
them the Preston Salt Works. Members of the Preston family contin
ued to be involved in the operation or ownership of the salt works
until 1859.

Pre-contactCultureand Salt
Although the natives of the region occupied by the present-day
United States never achieved the glittering, empire status of the Az
tecs of Mexico or the Incas of Peru, by the time of the European me
dieval period they had developed in the vast middle of the country The SmithfieldReview, Volume Vlll, 2004
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Figure2 is a sketch that shows the
locationof Saltvillein relationto
modern interstatehighways.The
sketch also shows othernearby locationsrelevant to our story here.
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the Mississippi River drainage region - diverse and flourishing cul
tures, 27 collectively called Mississippian, with long-range trade net
works and impressive population centers focused on large mounds at
locations such as Cahokia, Illinois, and Moundville, Alabama. 28
Saltville lies on a fork of the Holston River - in the Mississippi basin,
but on the fringe of Mississippian culture. The archeologist Maureen
Meyers recently labeled the Saltville region a "Mississippian edge com
munity."29
With southwestern Virginia being under the influence of the rela
tively advanced (though declining) Mississippian culture at the time
we are considering, a curious inversion existed. During the last years
before European contact, complex chiefdom-level society was already
functioning and thriving in Virginia west of the Blue Ridge, 30 well
before the formation of the Powhatan Confederacy in the eastern part
of the state. This view differs from the commonly held post-contact
view of Virginia's development, that it began at Jamestown and was
followed by an inexorable spread of culture and political influence
from east to west.
The manner of salt production, distribution, and trading in the
Mississippian economy has been described in detail using the example
of a southern Illinois salt center by Muller. 31 Salt resources were prized
in the southeastern United States, but they were widespread and avail
able within a few days' travel from any particular Mississippian com
munity. This situation must have precluded any one salt source from
gaining a monopoly. But within a regional sphere, each center did
create a trading network, with wealth, as measured by many goods of
high status, becoming a characteristic of such centers - and making
them archeologically identifiable.
The political and social organization of Native-American societ
ies in the late prehistoric period was based on chiefdoms32 or polities.33
Chiefdoms differ from state-level societies in that they lack central
ized bureaucracies, permanent militaries, and codes of law. However,
the concept of a chiefdom is flexible and variable in character. 34 Im
mediately prior to European contact with the interior southeastern
United States (the so-called late-prehistoric period), it has been esti
mated that the population of Virginia was about 50,000. 35 We have
extensive knowledge of only one Virginia chiefdom, that of Powhatan,
about which substantial records exist from the period of English conThe SmithfieldReview,Volume VIII, 2004
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tact after the settlement of James town in 1607.36 The native chiefdom
or tribe in western Virginia and extending across the present day bor
der into western Tennessee was perhaps the Chisca, 37 also sometimes
known as the Yuchi or Euchee. A book about the Native Americans
of Tennessee provides a good description of the aboriginal Chisca 38
and tells that a single tribe had many names, often as many names as
it had neighbors.
Definitive information about the pre-contact Native Americans
of eastern Tennessee and western Virginia is lacking. Soon after Euro
pean contact these natives relocated hundreds of miles southward
from their pre-contact homeland. 39 Chester DePratter identifies the
natives of this general region as Chiaha, 40 a group that also moved far
to the south in the wake of contact. 41Ethridge has recently summed
up the situation: " ... the Chiaha (Chehaw) moved from the Appala
chian mountains of western North Carolina and affiliated themselves
with the Hitchiti towns, and the Yuchi, probably also migrating from
the Appalachians, eventually joined the Ocmulgee River settle
ments."42
Perhaps the best way for a modem reader to gain some sense of
the life of a pre-contact Native American from southwestern Virginia
is through a recently published work of fiction. 43 It was written by a
lifelong student of the anthropology of the Native Americans of the
southeast, with respect for the known facts, to fill by imagination and
analogy the wide gap between the archeological 44 and historical
records. 45 The reasons for the gap are well known: The Native Ameri
cans themselves left no written records, and the early Spanish expe
ditions that passed through the southeastern United States were en
gaged in a search for gold, empire, and a route to the Spanish domin
ions in Mexico. The chroniclers of these expeditions only inciden
tally recorded information about native life and customs. Modern ar
cheology reveals something of the material culture of the late prehis
toric Native-American societies but allows only broad inferences to
be drawn about their political and social arrangements.
One reason for our paucity of knowledge about social conditions
during the late prehistoric period is that Native-American society
changed rapidly after contact with European expeditions and without
leaving a historical record. 46 A popular account describes early con
tacts between Native-American and Spanish cultures in the south76
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eastern United States, complete with graphic illustrations 47; it is not a
pretty story and may leave the modem reader feeling uncomfortable.
The transit of the large and intrusive 1540 De Soto expedition, whose
contact with any one Native-American group was inevitably brief and
usually hostile, 48was followed by a period about which we know little.
Following European contact, aboriginal American societies were dev
astated by disease. 49These dark ages have been called the "the forgot
ten centuries" by Hudson and Tesser.50Amy Bushnell Turner has writ
ten: "The consensus is that Europeans did not trigger the decline of
the Mississippian [Native-American] tradition, which had passed its
apogee, but that the new diseases that they and their animals intro
duced probably reduced the aboriginal population [of the southeast
in the wake of the De Soto entrada51] to between a twentieth and a
twenty-fifth of its size at contact." 52 ln western Virginia, the changes
in Native-American culture were just one small part of the grand,
global alterations that flowed from this so-called Columbian ex
change.53

TheArcheologyof Chilhowie-SaltvilleRegion
In general, studies of the archeology of Southwest Virginia have
not been highly developed compared either with those of eastern Vir
ginia or of many Mississippian centers. The most extensive survey of
the archeology of the region was by Holland. 54Modern-day Smyth
County and the adjacent Washington County, the location of the
Chilhowie-Saltville region, is a concentration center among the twenty
counties surveyed, and has been a particularly rich source of Native
American artifacts (see the map on page 2 of Holland's survey). A
1992booklet entitled "Archeology in Southwestern Virginia" provides
a more popular view of the region's material culture. 55
The earliest professional56 report of archeology at Saltville seems
to date from 1940.57According to this report, quantities of pottery,
stone, bone, horn, and shell artifacts, as well as numerous human
skeletons, had been excavated in Saltville by nonprofessionals. Local
informants recounted that several hundred Native-American graves
had been opened before 1940 but that their sites had been largely
covered over by modem dwellings. A follow-up reconnaissance in 1974
depressingly concluded that further excavations at Saltville to advance
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Native-American studies would not be worthwhile because of the
improbability of finding a site undisturbed by either industrial activity
or the efforts oflocal collectors. 58 Despite these disturbances, Saltville
material is sufficiently important that a particular category of shell
gorgets with distinctly stylistic engraved decorations (known from
private collections) has come to be called the "Saltville style."59 Gorgets
in the Native-American context are disc-shaped ornaments hung on
the chest from a cord around the wearer's neck. The author has been
told that the collection of Native-American shell necklaces now
housed in the Museum of the Middle Appalachians may be the best
such collection anywhere. 60 Unfortunately, these artifacts were be
queathed by a private collector who hired diggers to procure them
so their scientific documentation is poor or nonexistent.
About a decade ago, Virginia archeologists Barfield and Barber 61
speculated that the production of salt at Saltville created a trading
center at nearby Chilhowie and that the Chilhowie-Saltville area of
modern-day Smyth County constituted a "a salt powered chiefdom."
Two of the several archeological points of evidence they cited for such
a chiefdom were the defensive nature of the settlement patterns of
the Late Woodland sites around Saltville and the clustering of conch
shell gorgets in the region. The presence of the gorgets suggests re
gional wealth and trade. Sarvis, 62 writing in The SmithfieldReview,de
scribed the Saltville Valley as an important Native-American hunt
ing ground and added further weight to the idea that it was a place
where salt was manufactured for trade. Profits from this salt trade
gave Saltville natives wealth and regional influence.
Stimulated by historians using Spanish archival evidence who
were plotting entradaroutes on the map of North Carolina, archeolo
gists around 1990 began to look for evidence of a sixteenth-century
Spanish presence in Burke County. When evidence was found, proof
of the presence of Spaniards, in turn, stimulated further interest in
the Spanish archives. Thus, recent years have seen a highly produc
tive interplay between the exploitation of archival and archeological
evidence. Robin Beck 63 was the first to publicly link the physical evi
dence from the Berrysite (where he had been excavating) to the Span
ish records. 64 Beck's synthesis was developed under the "unflagging
guidance" of Charles Hudson, a distinguished, longtime ethnohistorical
specialist in the routes of Spanish entradas through the southeast. 65
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One consequence of the interplay of evidentiary sources was to direct
attention northward to Saltville because of its role in salt trading and
as the possible target of a Spanish attack described in the archival
documents.
Recent follow-ups to Beck's synthesis collectively make the case
for salt trading from a chiefdom center in the Chilhowie-Saltville re
gion in several compass directions and across a wide geographic area.
Sites at which gorgets have been found have been cataloged, and travel
ways into and within the region have been studied to shed insight on
the salt trade 66 ; the relationship between Saltville the production cen
ter and Chilhowie the distribution center and their positions in rela
tion to known mounds and chiefdom administrative centers has been
analyzed 67; and the connection between the salt trade and the copper
trade has been examined. 68
Thus, our knowledge of the archeological context of Saltville
has advanced rapidly in recent years. But can we know more? It seems
highly unlikely that direct archeological evidence of a Spanish pres
ence in Saltville will ever be found. Together, the impaired nature of
the Saltville environs, and what would have been very brief sixteenth
century encounters between Spaniards and Native Americans, weigh
heavily against detecting a Spanish presence - but anything is pos
sible; and those of us who live west of the Blue Ridge can hope. But
although there is no trace of evidence for historic Spanish contact in
Southwest Virginia, there is unimpeachable evidence just 70 miles to
the south at the Berry site. It is to the evidence from Berry that we
now turn.

TheArcheologicalEvidence
for the Spanish at the BerrySite
The Berry site is located in Burke County about eight miles north
of modern-day Morganton, North Carolina. It is a large (nearly 12acre) Mississippian site that dates to what is called the Burke phase
(fifteenth and sixteenth centuries AD). Archeological investigations
began at the Berry site in 1986 and continue to the present. Much of
the site is well preserved, despite more than a hundred years of plow
ing. At present, it is the only site in the interior Southeast where it is
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possible to study directly the interaction between sixteenth-century
natives and the soldiers of the invading Spanish armies.
The most detailed report of the archeology of Burke County in
general is found in Robin Beck's thesis, 69 and the most detailed report
of the Berry site in particular is found in David Moore's thesis. 70 Their
updated results are given in a recent joint paper. 71 They have now
identified a population center in the upper Catawba Valley region.
This center, which lies due south of Saltville, undoubtedly traded for
salt with Native Americans from the Saltville vicinity along a well
documented, historic Native-American mountain trail running past
the Mount Rogers area into the upper Catawba Valley.72(On Figure 2
the trail connects from Saltville to Chilhowie, south through the east
ernmost edge of Tennessee, and on to the population center at Berry.)
The evidence for a sixteenth-century Spanish presence at Berry
is impressive. Spanish items found during archeological investigations
include sherds from the rim of a small drug jar, regarded as the most
diagnostic Spanish artifact recovered from the site; sherds associated
with glazed olive jars, strongly associated with Spanish ware; and a
wrought-iron nail with a characteristic sixteenth-century Spanish form.
These artifacts and others at the site form a domestic-use assemblage
(not merely a collection of items accumulated via trading) that clearly
identifies a lengthy Spanish presence at the site. The assemblage is
fully consistent with the small garrison left by Juan Pardo at Joara,
called Fort San Juan in the archival evidence, and is so interpreted by
the excavators. 73 Juan Pardo's expedition will be described in the fol
lowing section.

Accounts of Spanish Entradasinto La Florida
The purpose of this section is to describe briefly the history of La

Floridaand the Spanish colonial period of history in order to provide
a context for the documentary evidence that follows. Then to sum
marize the documents themselves.
La Floridaencompasses the entire southeastern United States,
including the modem state of Florida and all the country south and
east of a giant arc sweeping from Philadelphia through Dayton, Ohio,
and into the Gulf of Mexico west of the Mississippi River near Lake
Charles, Louisiana. An eminently readable popular account of early
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Spanish contacts with La Florida,complete with imaginative, but fic
titious, color illustrations, has been provided by Judge. 74 His account,
which we can now update, derives from many of the same documents
to which we will refer and serves as a useful, readily accessible intro
duction to early Spanish contacts with Virginia. Judge's account is
noteworthy in that he gives more-or-less equal time to events both in
eastern and western Virginia.
The earliest of all European contacts with Virginia must surely
have occurred along its eastern coastal margin. If the author may be
permitted to pass over such navigators as John Cabot, Americus
Vespucci, Giovanni da Verrazano, Pedro de Quejo, and their ilk(who
may or may not have coasted near Virginia), the first satisfactorily
recorded contact with natives of the Chesapeake Bay region seems to
have been around 1560.75
Within forty years of the discovery of the New World, the Span
ish had found and conquered two rich and mighty inland empires:
Mexico in 1519-1521 and Peru in 1531-1535. The present territory
of the United States remained unexplored, and it beckoned as the
possible location of yet another rich inland empire. Thus it was that
in 1539 a large expedition army landed in the southeastern United
States. The expedition's commander was Hernando de Soto, an ex
perienced conquistador, who as a former leader in the conquest of
Peru had become an extremely rich man and lived like a grandee after
he returned to Spain in 1536.76 But De Soto must have yearned for
personal empire. So he petitioned the king and received a royal li
cense for La Florida.His expedition was mounted from Spain, staged
at Cuba, and landed on American soil near modern-day Tampa. The
expedition lasted from 1539 to 1543, covered twice as much distance
as Lewis and Clark, and was not completed by De Soto himself be
cause he died - on the banks of the Mississippi - in May 1542. Its
route is sketched in Figure 3.
The actual evidence for the Spanish entradasand the question
of Spanish contact with Saltville is found in handwritten documents
in the Spanish colonial archives. With regard to the question of con
tact at Saltville, this body of evidence is minuscule and well-defined.
In comparison to the archeological situation, where far too few ex
perts are available to pursue the enormous amount of potential evi
dence, the situation with the archival evidence is reversed. 77
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Figure3. Approximateroutesof theDe Soto (gray line)
and the Pardo(dottedline) entradas.
Reading and translating the spidery penmanship of archival docu
ments is the academic specialization called Colonial Spanish Paleog
raphy. A detailed description of this arcane endeavor lies beyond our
scope here, but the interested reader will find a fascinating account of
it in an article by John Worth. 78 Worth has also created an interesting
web page, containing a "primer" on the subject that shows an ex
ample of a Spanish colonial manuscript. 79 Even when a scholarly tran
scription exists in which the handwritten Spanish has been transformed
to typescript, the job of translation remains difficult. 80
Our knowledge of the De Soto entradacomes from four primary
documents (Table 1), which, along with much collateral information,
are described, translated, and annotated in the collective work of
81
modem scholarship called the De Soto Chronicles.
Because of the historical importance of the De Soto expedition,
it has generated an enormous secondary literature. The official report
on the expedition was authored for the United States government by
John R. Swanton in 1939 following an official commission of inquiry
82
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instituted by President Roosevelt. Swanton's report was published as
a House of Representatives document. Reissued in 1985 with an up
dated introduction by Jeffrey P. Brain, the report summarizes much of
the scholarly work on the De Soto saga. 82 Subsequently, Charles
Hudson published a detailed study and map of his long-term effort to
reconstruct De Soto's route. 83 Hudson's work on De Soto 84 and his
similar efforts to reconstruct the later entrada of Juan Pardo 85 bear
directly on the question of Spanish contact with Saltville. Useful ac-

Table1.TranslatedPrimaryDocuments in the De Soto Chronicles.*
Author/Description/(Published)

t

Account of the Gentleman of Elvas
Written in Portuguese by an
anonymous individual who
accompanied De Soto. (1557)

ELY

Account of RodrigoRangel.
Written as a contemporaneous
diary by the private secretary who
accompanied De Soto. ( 1851)

ROD

Relationof the Islandof
Florida... 1539. Written by Luys
Hernandez de Biedma, who
accompanied the De Soto
expedition as a factor of the
crown. (1544)

Historyof La Florida.Written by
the Inca, Garcilaso de la Vega,
INC
who was the son of a Peruvian
conquistador and an Incan princess.
He grew up in Cuzco, Peru, and
moved to Spain aged 20, never to
return. His primary source was
Gonzalo Silvestre who journeyed
with De Soto. (1605)

Translator

Volume/Length

Translated
and edited by
James A.
Robertson (1933)

Volume 1
205 pages

Translated and
edited by John
E. Worth (1993)

Volume 1
56 pages

Translated and
edited by John
E. Worth ( 1993)

Volume 1
27 pages

Translated by
Charmion
Shelby (1935)

Volume 2
509 pages

*Lawrence A. Clayton, Vernon James Knight, Jr., and Edward Moore, The De Soto
Chronicles:the Expeditionof Hernando de Soto to North Americain 1539-1543.2
vols. (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 1993).
t Abbreviation used elsewhere here for reference.
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counts of the De Soto expedition can also be found online, for ex
ample at a Florida history site. 86 Hudson's afterword in Knightsof Spain,

Warriorsof the Sun: HernandoDe Sotoand the South'sAncient Chiefdoms
is a recommended starting point for anyone interested in learning
more about the De Soto "industry."
A quarter century after De Soto, in the years 1566-1568, the
Spanish explorer Juan Pardo led two expeditions into the high coun
try of western North Carolina from his base at Santa Elena (modern
Parris Island) on the South Carolina coast. 87 The Pardo route is
sketched in Figure 3. The expectation of a short route west was one
motivation for the Pardo expedition. In modern terms it would be
rather like expecting Mexico City to be in the vicinity of Knoxville, as
shown in Figure 4. Another motivation for the Pardo expeditions was
the continuing Spanish belief in a legendary inland kingdom of great
wealth - the so-called land of Chicora. 88
Two books describe the Pardo expeditions: the earlier one a cred
itable amateur effort (Hunneycutt and Blalock) 90 that includes trans
lations of three archival documents first translated by Ketcham 91 and
a later full professional treatment (Hudson) 92 that incorporates tran
scriptions and translations of the same three documents and four ad
ditional ones. The Domingo de Leon document recently discovered
by John Worth in the General Archives of the Indies (AGI) in Seville
completes the list of pre-1600 primary documents. 93 These sources
are summarized in Table 2.
Another important group of documents relating to the Pardo
expeditions dates from the year 1600 and takes the form of testimo
nies about the interior southeast. These documents are collectively
titled Enquiry madeofficiallybeforeMendezde CarlfO, Governor of the

Provinceof Florida,upon the situationof La Tama and its riches,and the
EnglishSettlement.Governor De Canc;o was responding to an inquiry
from the Spanish king regarding the state of the interior and the pos
sible encroachment on Spanish territory by English from the north. 94
These documents are available in Spanish transcriptions by Serrano y
Sanz 95 and as Spanish transcriptions and English translations from
the Mary Letitia Rossarchive. 96 The Mary Ross translations provided
the background information for a paper describing the Pardo expedi
tion that she wrote a couple of years later.97 The conclusions and trans
mittal letter of the Canc;o inquiry, as well as some of the testimonies,
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Table2. TranslatedPrimaryDocuments Relatingto the Pardo
Expeditions89
Author/Description/(Published)

t

The PardoRelation.Report of
two trips into the interior by
Pardo. By Captain Juan Pardo,
"written by himself." (1568?)

PAR

The MartinezRelation."The
story of the voyage and
reconnaissance into the interior
of Florida in 1566 by captain
Juan Pardo." (11 July 1567)

Two pages

MAR

Ketcham ( 1954),
Huneycutt (1983),
Hoff man ( 1990)

Ketcham (1954),
Huneycutt (1983),
Hoffman ( 1990)

Four pages

BRS

Hoffman (1990)

Forty-one
pages

Hoffman ( 1990)

Three
pages

Hoffman (1990)

Three
pages

Hoffman ( 1990)

Three
pages

Worth ( 1994)

Six pages

The 'Short' BanderaRelation.
An account of the land and
villages through which Juan
Pardo passed. (23 January 1569)

Translator( s)
Approximate
(date)
length
Ketcham (1954),
Six pages
Huneycutt ( 1983 ),
Hoffman ( 1990)

The 'Long' BanderaRelation.
Notary Bandera accompanied
Pardo on his second trip.
(31 March 1569)

BRL

List of personsreceivingshoes.

SHU

Notarized document by Juan
Pardo. ( 21 April l 568)

Firstlistof munitions and
supplies.Notarized document by
Juan Pardo. (12 June 1568)

Secondlist of munitionsand
supplies.Notarized document by
Juan Pardo. (13 June 1568)
Letter of Domingo Gonzalez
de Leon to the King.
(13 October 1584)

DDL

Robert B. Ketcham, "Three Sixteenth Century Spanish Chronicles Relating to Georgia,"
The GeorgiaHistorical Quarterly,38 ( 1954) pp. 66-82.
C. D. Huneycutt and Roy Blalock, Jr., The Pardo Expeditions1566-1567. (New London,
N.C.: Gold Star Press, 1983 ).
Charles M. Hudson, The Juan PardoExpeditions:Explorationof the Carolinasand Tennessee,
1566-1568. Documents transcribed, translated, and annotated by Paul E. Hoffman.
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1990).
John E. Worth, "The 1584 Domingo de Leon Account. Recollections of the Juan Pardo
Expeditions" (manuscript on file, Fernbank Museum of Natural History, Atlanta, 1994).
t Abbreviation used elsewhere here for reference.
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Figure4. Pardo'sexpeditionsfrom Santa Elenain 1566 and 1567 were
predicatedin part on a foreshortenedconceptof North American
geographythatput New Spain (Mexico) in the vicinityof modem-day
Knoxville,Tennessee(afterLewisand Loomie).
were translated by Katherine Reding. 98 Table 3 is a summary of the
primary documents related to the Canc;o inquiry.

The Evidenceof the Documents and Some Preliminary
Conclusions
We come now to the evidence of the documents. We will mainly
rely on the primary documents themselves but will also consider the
previous conclusions of archeologists and ethnohistorians. We will
use a few selected quotations to make our points here, but a broad
reading of the documents ( which space does not allow) provides a
more secure platform. However, we willreproduce alternative trans
lations of some points by different translators, because so doing gives
the non-specialist an opportunity to better judge them. We begin with
the evidence from the De Soto expedition.
Only about eight of the 797 pages of translations in the De Soto
chronicles impinge on Saltville and those only marginally. De Soto
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rested at Chiaha (Figure 2) for most of the month ofJune, 1540. For
that time frame we have the following:
A cacique for a province called Acoste came there [Chiaha]
to visit with the governor [De Soto] .... He [the cacique]
said that there was a province to the north called Chisca,
and that there was a foundry for copper and other metal of
that color ... However, the land was thinly populated as far

Table 3. Translated Primary Documents Relating to the Carn;o Inquiry
Author/Description/(Published)

Excerptof a letterfrom King
Philipto the Governor of Florida.
The letter that instigated this
inquiry. ( 1598)

t

KTC

The Letter of Gonzalo Mendez

de Canzo to PhilipII. The

Translator(s)
(date)

Approximate
length

Reding ( 1924)
One page
Ross (circa 1928)

Reding ( 1924)

Seven pages

CTK

conclusions and transmittal letter
of this inquiry. ( 1600)

Testimonyof the soldier
Gasparde Salas.( 1600)
Testimonyof the soldier
Juan de Ribas. (1600)
Testimonyof the Indian woman
TheresaMartin. ( 1600)

GDS

Reding ( 1924)
Four pages
Ross (circa 1928)

JDR

Ross (circa 1928) Four pages
Diaz (2003)

THM

Ross (circa 1928) Three pages

Testimonyof Alferez Francisco
Fernandezde Ecija.( 1600)

Ross (circa 1928) Three pages

Testimonyof the Irishsoldier
DavidGlavin.99 (1600)

Ross (circa 1928) Three pages

Testimonyof the Indian woman
Luisa Menendez. ( 1600)

LUM

Ross (circa 1928) Two pages
Diaz (2003)

Katherine Reding, "The Letter of Gonzalo Mendez de Canzo to Philip II," Georgia
HistoricalQuarterly,VIII (1924) 215-28.
Mary L. Ross, EnquirymadeofficiallybeforeMendezde Can~o, Governorof the Prov
ince of Florida,upon the situation of La Tamaand its riches,and the EnglishSettle
ment (Atlanta: Georgia Department of Archives and History, Mary Letitia Ross
Papers, folder 44, item 16. Undated, circa 1928).
t Abbreviation used elsewhere here for reference.
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as that region and they said that there were mountain ridges
which the horses could not cross.... He (De Soto) sent
two Christians from Chiaha with Indians who knew the
land of Chisca and its language, in order that they might
examine it, (when they returned) (t)hose from Chisca said
that the Indians had taken them through a land ... where
they saw nothing that might be of use. [ELY pp. 89-91)
From there at Coste (Chiaha], the Governor sent two sol
diers north to see the province of Chisca, which was ru
mored to have great wealth, and they brought good news.
[ROD pp. 284-285)
In Ychiaha (De Soto was told) ... that thirty leagues away
there were mines of the yellow metal that he was seeking .
. . . [t)wo Spaniards offered to go (there) with the Indians.
One was named Juan de Villalobos, a native of Sevilla, and
the other was Francisco de Silvera, a native of Galicia ....
[s)pending ten days on their journey ... [t)hey said that
the mines were of fine brass ... (and they were sure) that
gold and silver mines would be found .... The Indians ...
had received them very affectionately and joyfully ... and
that every night after [the Indians) had feasted them they
sent two handsome young women to entertain and sleep
with them that night; but that they did not dare touch
them .... (INC pp. 317-320)

From this passage we conclude that in 1540 two Spaniards trav
eled roughly 70 miles 100 north from Chiaha. That trip very probably
took them into modern-day Lee County in the farthest western cor
ner of Virginia (it is about 30 miles from Dandridge north to the Vir
ginia border, which border extends 20 miles west of the longitude of
Dandridge). But they surely did not reach Saltville, which is about
140 miles to the northeast. When they reached Virginia they were
almost certainly the first Europeans to set foot on her soil.
The Pardo documents provide two lines of evidence for a Span
ish colonial Saltville connection: 1) the excursion of Alferez Moyano
and 2) the history of Luisa Menendez. Pardo's first expedition ended
prematurely when he was called back to Santa Elena on the coast
because of a threat that developed when a party of Frenchman ap
proached. On being recalled, Pardo left Alferez Moyano and a group
of soldiers at Fort Sanjuan {Joara), delegating to Moyano the author88
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ity to undertake independent operations. Here, first, are the quota
tions that describe the journey made by Moyano:
... a cacique of the mountains sent a threat to the sergeant
saying that he would come and eat them and a dog that the
sergeant had. In light of this he decided that it would be
better to go seek them than that they should come to seek
him. Thus leaving the fort of San Juan with twenty soldiers
he journeyed four days over the mountains and one morn
ing arrived at the enemies. He found them so well fortified
that it was admirable because they were enclosed by a very
high wooden wall with a small door with traverses. [MAR
Hoffman, p. 320]
... a mountain chief sent threats to the Sergeant, saying he
was going to come and eat a dog of the Sergeant's. In view
of this, the latter decided it would be better to proceed
against them rather than wait. Therefore leaving the fort of
St. John Uoara] with twenty soldiers, he journeyed four days
by mountain trails and one morning reached the enemy
and found them so well fortified that he was astonished, for
they were surrounded by a very high wooden wall with a
small door and its traverses. [MAR Ketcham, p. 75]
... sent a chief of the mountains to threaten the Sergeant,
saying that he was coming and eat them all and too a dog
which the Sergeant had; and he saw this, accordingly it was
better for him to find them than they come to find him;
and so, leaving the fort of San Juan with 20 soldiers, he
traveled four days through the mountains and arriving one
morning at the enemies, and found them so fortified, that
he admired it, for they were encircled by a wall of wood
very high and with a little door with it's [sic] traverses;
[MAR Huneycutt pp. 95-97]

Next are the quotations that tell of Moyano's report of his attack:
[Thirty days after Pardo returned to Saint Elena, or April
1567, Moyano sent him a letter telling that] ... he [Moyano]
had had a war with a cacique who is named Chisca, who is
the enemy of the Spaniards. They [The Spaniards] had
killed more than 1,000 [of his] Indians and burned 50 huts.
This had been done with 15 soldiers of whom no more than
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two were wounded and [these were) not serious wounds.
[MAR Hoffman, p. 320)
[Thirty days after Pardo returned to Saint Elena, or April
1567, Moyano sent him a letter telling of] ... warlike op
erations with a chief named Chisca, who is the enemy of
the Spanish. They had killed more than a thousand Indi
ans, and burned fifty huts, and he had done this with fif
teen soldiers, and that there were only two of them
wounded, and that not seriously. [MAR Ketcham, p. 75)
[Thirty days after Pardo returned to Saint Elena, or April
1567, Moyano sent him a letter telling that) ... he [Moyano)
had a war with a chief named Chisca, being enemy of the
Spanish, and that they had killed more than a thousand
indians, and burned 50 huts, and that he had done it with
15 soldiers, and that they came out only two hurt, and they
were not hurt seriously [MAR Huneycutt p. 95)

Finally, comes the later report of Moyano's attack by one of the
soldier's who participated in it:
I served in the company of Captain Juan Pardo, in the en
trances of the interior ... [T)hey [Native Americans) find
the gold in a river next to some towns that Moyano, the
sergeant of Juan Pardo, destroyed, which are called
Maniatique and Guapere, and from these two towns there
are Indian women in the fort of St. Augustine, now Chris
tians married with Spaniards, who relate that there is gold
in the river in great pieces, and in many forms - long, ex
tended [tiendos) and squared, and from some little pieces
they make chagualas[gold pendants) [DDL)

From these reports we conclude that Moyano attacked two towns
60- 70 miles north or northwest of Fort San Juan (Joara). Beck ( 1997)
identifies Manaytique as Saltville and considers that" ... only the up
per Nolichucky and Watagua Rivers seem plausible locations for
Guapere." Beck (in his 2002 paper) draws a sketch with an ellipse
around the Saltville-Chilhowie region labeled with the notation
"Saltville (Chisca)." However, one distinguished Virginia archeolo
gist recently and confidently asserted that no tribal assignment is yet
possible for the entire drainage basin of the Holston, Clinch, and Powell
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Rivers. 101 Amateur historian Bob Jones, who has hiked over the ter
rain in question, writes 102:
... [I]fyou tum north on the North Toe you arrive in short
order across Cranberry Gap and down the Elk River to the
Watauga River. This major tributary of the Upper Holston
was the location for one of the earliest settlements of the
Pioneers, and the site of signing many of the Cherokee Trea
ties. Sycamore Shoals, at Elizabethton, TN, is only 50 miles
from Berry.From there it's only 10 more miles to the South
Holston, and a total of 90 from Berryto the Powell River at
Copper Ridge, TN. Both the South Holston and Powell
River are places with Mississippiansites and even sixteenth
century Spanish trade items. That sounds like the Chiscas
to me! I think that was the route that Moyano took on his
foray into the land of the Chiscas, and this [proposed route]
makes ... [the Berry site fit the evidence] ... as Fort San
Juan.
The evidence conflicts. So how do we pull it all together? Sup
pose Moyano with his soldiers, and presumably Native-American al
lies, went north up the trail passing near Grandfather Mountain, into
Virginia and attacked Saltville, or perhaps more likely Chilhowie ( the
trading center rather than the production center) - that would be
Maniatique - at about the right distance. We know from the primary
documents that Moyano was an aggressive seeker of gold and dia
monds, and he surely was disappointed after this attack - Saltville,
though prosperous, was not El Dorado.The documents record that
sources of gold had long been rumored to be in the land of the Chiscas,
so in search of that place and its riches, Moyano turned his party to
the southwest; attacked Guapere somewhere near Elizabethton, Ten
nessee; and then returned to Fort San Juan, perhaps even with a de
tour to Chiaha. There would have been no shortage of time: 30 days
minus the time needed for Moyano's letter to get back to Santa Elena
would have been sufficient for such a tri-state perambulation, with
the Beck route outward and the Jones route homeward. Charles
Hudson thinks that even if Moyano did not attack Saltville itself, he
"did attack salt traders out of Saltville. " 103
Finally, we consider the case of the Native-American woman
Luisa Menendez (or Luysa Melendez; each spelling is used once in
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the Serrano y Sanz transcription). Her own testimony from the 1600
De Canc;o hearings says she was
... an Indian woman from the interior country, a native of a
town called Manaytique, where Alferez Moyano entered .
. . . [T]he Indians [at her home] have cups of gold, and that
this gold they bring from some mountains called Chisca ....
She also said that there are three or four springs of salt wa
ter from which the Indians make salt, and that thus water
rises and falls, and that in all that country there is no more
salt water. [LUM Ross]
... [a] natural Indian from the inner land, from a town
named Manaytique, where Alferez Moyano entered .... gold
exists over by the Indians and that they bring this gold from
mountains they call Chisca .... water comes from three of
four salt bodies of water from which the Indians make salt,
and it grows and dwindles and even if in all the land there
are no more bodies of salt water. [LUM Diaz]

Luisa Menendez's account is reinforced by the testimony of
Theresa Martin, another Native-American woman who married a
Spaniard, given at the same hearings:
In her [Theresa Martin's] country she saw the natives of it
and their related tribes entertain him Uuan Pardo] with
esteem, and his men as well, ... she said that three or four
days' journey from her town there are some Indians who
live in a mountain range called Chisca, where they find
gold. These Indians wear clothing, and are very white, red,
and blue-eyed, like Flemish people, for their hair is like a
bit of gold .... [A]t the foot of a mountain range near her
town four or five salt water springs issue. From the water
put out by them the Indians, by means of a certain method
with fire which they know, produce salt in great abundance.
[THM Ross.]

by the testimony of Luisa Menendez's own husband, Juan de Ribas,
Among other persons sent by the governor with Captain
Juan Pardo to remain with some chiefs for the purpose of
learning the languages was this declarant, ... [who] went
all the way up the river with Juan Pardo ... This declarant
also remained to learn the language, and went three or four
days journeys further on, arriving at the place where the
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governor of Hispaniola, Soto, died .... According to what
he saw of the fertility of the land and the abundance of
food that it has of all sorts ... he is of the opinion that if
account had been given to his Majesty he [the King] could
not have failed to cause it [the interior land] to be settled
and conquered .... This and much more could be said by
his wife, who is a native of that country and was brought
from there when she was a girl by Captain Juan Pardo. Teresa
Martyn is also a native Indian woman of that country, and
his aforesaid wife was the chieftainess of the land called
Guanaytique. UDR Ross]
... [W]ith others sent by the same General to go with Juan
Pardo so that they could stay with some of the Indian chiefs
and learn the languages .... And this witness also stayed to
learn the language and passed three or four days journey
and reached the location of where the General of the Span
ish Island, Soto, died .... [A]nd from what he saw, the fer
tility of the land and the abundance of food of all sorts ... it
seems if her Majesty had noticed, they would not be able to
leave without settling it ... his wife could tell you this and
much more, she is a natural Indian from that land and who
was brought by the Captain John Pardo when she was young.
Sarne as Teresa Martin, who also is natural from that land,
and the aforementioned wife was originally from that land
they call Guanaytique. UDR Diaz]

and by the summary statement in the transmittal letter from De Canc_,u
to the King.
Likewise in said testimony there are declarations of certain
persons long resident in these provinces who have made
excursions inland in the company of Captain John Pardo
and Ensign Moyano, with whom there came two native
Indian girls from the farthest point inland to which the
Captain and Ensign arrived. One of these girls is married to
John de Ribas, a soldier of this garrison ... [missing]witnesses,
and the other Teresa Martin, widow of another soldier of S
... [CTK Reding]

Again the evidence has some conflicts, but the case is convinc
ing that Luisa Menendez is a woman from Saltville, brought from there
when she was a girl. (Theresa Martin's testimony is compelling when
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she speaks of Luisa Menendez coming from a place where salt was
made by certain methods using fire.) We can guess that Luisa
Menendez was 10-15 years old when she left in 1600; either way, she
was 33 years older when she gave her testimony. It is speculation, but
perhaps she was taken down to Joara by an uncle on a salt-trading trip
and chose to remain with the Spanish; accounts in the documents say
that native women sometimes voluntarily associated themselves with
the Spanish.
Moyano and his party of thirty Spaniards (PAR Hoffman, 315)
were on their own from March 1567 until Pardo's second expedition
caught up with him at Chiaha in October 1567 (BRL, page 268).
Theresa Martin ( who lived three or four days journey from Luisa
Menendez's home) could have come from Joara itself or, less prob
ably, from the Elizabethton area. In any case, there were no fewer
than six men named Martin out of the fifty who eventually received
shoes at Chiaha (SHU), so the odds are high that two or three of
these Martins were with Moya no at Fort San Juan, at or near Theresa
Martin's home for seven months in the summer of 1567, making a
liaison or marriage dating from that summer plausible.

TI1eMelungeon Connection
Many readers of The SmithfieldReview willbe aware that people
who identify themselves as Melungeons are closely associated with
Wise County in Southwest Virginia. 104 What is probably the most
widely read and influential book 105 about Melungeons, written by a
Wise native, describes them as "people of apparent Mediterranean
descent who may have settled the Appalachian wilderness as early as
1567 ." The year 1567 obviously refers to the Pardo expeditions, and
Mediterranean refers to Spain, or more generally to the Iberian pen
insula, because Melungeons frequently discuss a Portuguese ancestry.
Some Melungeon writers have gone so far as to claim Portuguese an
tecedents for Juan Pardo or even that he was actually Portuguese and
not Spanish. 106
A recurring theme of these writers is that the Melungeons are
descended from remnant populations of Iberians - groups of soldiers
who entered the region with the Pardo expeditions and were left be
hind when the expeditions withdrew. A book by Eloy Gallegos en
titled The Melungeons:The Pioneersof the InteriorSoutheasternUnited
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States, 1526- I 997 107 covers much of the same literature described in
this article and has on its cover a conjectural picture of Spanish sol
diers looking down on Chiaha from a ridge above. Gallegos also gives
a lengthy description of the Berry site - which he has visited.
But there are sharp differences of view about Melungeon ori
gins. The Melungeon writer Pat Spurlock Elder says that the best evi
dence suggests that the Melungeons were originally Colonial Virginia
Indians, 108and Virginia DeMarce has strongly criticized the original
Melungeon origin arguments of Kennedy on genealogical grounds. 109
Perhaps the most balanced assessment so far of the situation comes
from John Shelton Reed. 110Disappointingly, conclusive mitochondrial
DNA evidence, which it was once hoped would resolve the question
of Melungeon origins, has proved elusive. 111
Although it remains distinct from the mainstream of academic
inquiry- and is hard to evaluate - the Melungeon connection adds
an interesting sidebar to our story.

Paquiquineoaka Don Luisde Velasco:"TheFirst
Virginian"
We have now seen that Spanish colonial contacts with the na
tives of western Virginia date well before 1607, the year of the settle
ment of Jamestown. There were also Spanish colonial contacts in east
ern Virginia before 1607, and it is to those we now tum. This part of
our narrative tells the dramatic story of a Native American who leaves
his home, sails forth on a Spanish vessel, spends ten years in the com
pany of Spaniards, at length returns a translator and guide with a
small party of Jesuits who seek to establish a mission in his homeland,
turns against them, and has them all killed. That, in brief, is the story
of the "The First Virginian," a term invented by the Virginia satirist
James Branch Cabell who claimed that conventional Virginia history
depends on illusion and myth. 112
The traveler's Native-American name was Paquiquineo. Infor
mation about him comes from two books by Paul Hoffman - a scholar
who reads the archives himself. Hoffman's older book is a study of
Spanish efforts to find a route through the United States to the ori
ent1 13 ; his newer book relates the history of the expansion of La
Florida. 114Footnotes in both books indicate a heavy reliance on pri
mary documents in the General Archives of the Indies (AGI).
The SmithfieldRe11iew,
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In June 1561, a storm drove the supply ship SantaCatalinacarry
ing Antonio Velazquez ( the factor of the Florida expeditions under
way at that time) far to the north. The vessel fetched up either in or
near the Chesapeake Bay, in the land of Ajacan, which may have
been on the Chesapeake Bay or on the North Carolina coastal plain
south of Virginia. From wherever the landing was, two friendly Na
tive Americans, one a principal person (Paquiquineo) and the other
his servant, decided to embark with the SantaCatalina,reaching Por
tugal in August. Velazquez took Paquiquineo to Madrid, where they
arrived in October 1561 and remained until February 1562. During
this stay, there is some indication that Paquiquineo met the Spanish
King. Paquinquineo and his servant returned across the Atlantic later
that year and arrived in Mexico in August 1562, where they joined a
group of Dominicans. At some point Paquiquineo and his servant
converted to Christianity and his name was changed to Don Lufs de
Velasco, apparently in honor of the then Viceroy of Mexico. Plans
were soon hatched to send Don Luis back to his homeland as a mem
ber of a missionary party, but these plans were excruciatingly slow in
coming to fruition. In the meantime Don Luis spent time at San Mateo
on the Florida coast and traveled for a second time to Europe. Finally,
in 1570 he accompanied the Jesuits to the Chesapeake Bay to build a
mission.
The classic account of Don Luis and the martyrdom of the Jesu
its was published under the auspices of the Virginia Historical Society
in 1953 and written by two brothers of the Jesuit order: Fathers Lewis
and Loomie. 115 About half of their book's 300-odd pages are devoted
to Spanish transcriptions and translations, many coming from more
or-less contemporary Jesuit sources, so the book is solidly grounded in
the historical record. The basic facts of the Don Luis story have re
mained unchallenged since its publication. 116The mission was founded
late in 1570 on the south bank of the York River, not far from the site
of Williamsburg. Food was scarce through the winter, and there is
some indication that Don Luis incurred disapproval for taking more
than one wife. Probably the mission was undertaken at the wrong
time and under the wrong leadership, 117 and one author has suggested
that Don Luis was a "convenient scapegoat" rather than an
archetypical "treacherous lndian." 118 Whatever the exact circum
stances, in February of 1571 the eight priests and catechists were
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murdered, with only a young lad being spared. All subsequent ac
counts of the killings come from the teenage survivor.
The story of the murdered Jesuits has still not concluded. In 2002,
the Diocese of Richmond opened the cause for the canonization of
those murdered as the Spanish Jesuit Martyrs of Virginia. 119 Surpris
ingly, there has been speculation that a band of Chisca from western
Virginia journeyed to the Chesapeake in the winter of 15 70-71 and
might have been involved in the destruction of the mission and the
killings. 120
The subsequent fate of Don Luis remains elusive. Historian Carl
Bridenbaugh in an essay about Opechancanough, the Native-Ameri
can leader and nemesis for three decades of the English at Jamestown,
speculates that Opechancanough may be the same person as Don
Luis, 121 and Jerald Milanich has theorized that Don Luis/
Opechancanough is Pocahontas' grandfather. 122 But other historians
firmly disagree and reject such speculations more-or-less out of hand. 123
So, having made this recounting of Spanish colonial contacts in
eastern Virginia, we are ready to come to our final conclusions.

FinalConclusions
1. The first Europeans to set foot on Virginia soil did it in 1540, in
Lee County in the farthest western part of the state. There is a
high level of confidence that both the place and the date are
correct. Furthermore, there's an equally high level of confidence
that we know their names: Juan de Villalobos and Francisco de
Silvera. Factors weighing against this conclusion are the slight
chance that the gentlemen in question failed to enter Virginia
and the remote chance that some unrecorded landfall was made
in the east of Virginia prior to 1540.
2. There is a significantly better-than-even chance that Spaniards
were in the Chilohowie-Saltville region in 1567. The chance that
they were actually in present-day Saltville is less than for the
region; for being at Saltville itself, the author estimates a fifty-fifty
chance.
3. Because it is the only location in far southwest Virginia with a
known salt deposit, modern-day Saltville is the only precise
geographic location in the region that can be unambiguously
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associated with the Spanish archival evidence.
4. With high confidence we conclude that the Native-American
name of Saltville was Maniatique. If Maniatique was not Saltville
it was probably Chilhowie.
5. The Native-American woman named Luisa Menendez who
married a Spanish soldier and moved from the interior to the
coast, where she spent her adult life, came from Saltville.
6. Either Luisa Menendez or Paquiquineo aka Don Luis de Velasco
was the first person born within modern Virginia whose name we
know. Which of the two depends on their exact birth dates and
each one's chance of being Virginia-born. Paquiquineo was
probably born a few years earlier than Luisa Menendez, but the
case for his being Virginia-born (as opposed to North Carolina
born) is weaker than hers. There is an excellent chance that one
or other of them is the first historically identifiable Virginian,
with slightly better odds favoring the candidate from Saltville.
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Endnotes
1. Formerly Professor of Chemistry at Virginia Western Community College, Vice
President of Research and Development at Roanoke-based Wen-Don Corpora
tion, and Director of General Chemistry at Virginia Tech for 15 years. Now
formally retired and writing a book about Saltville. A chemist by profession,
and a resident of Southwest Virginia for more than 35 years, he has long been
interested in the history of Saltville. See Jim Glanville, "Did Olin Tell Whole
Story?" Roanoke Times, Wednesday 29 July 1970, p. 6; and Jim Glanville and
Eric Rau, "Soda Ash Manufacture -An Example of What?" Journalof Chemi
cal Education, 50 ( 197 3): 64- 5.
2. Williams Haynes, American Chemicallndusrry,6 vols. (New York: D. Van Nostrand
Co., Inc., 1954 ); see chapter 17, volume 1, "Alkalies Introduce Electrochemicals,"
pages 269-84. The chemical plant built at Saltville in 1893-1895 was the third
(some say second) such plant erected in the United States and the first built in
the South.
3. Electrochemistry is the science of chemical reactions produced by electrical en
ergy ( electrolysis) and electricity produced by chemical energy (as for example
in ordinary batteries). The introduction of electrolysis as a commercial produc
tion method to make chlorine gas and sodium hydroxide (lye) from brine was a
huge technical advance and forms the basis of a large industry that continues to
the present day. In the Americas, commercial electrolysis by the mercury amal
gam process was pioneered at Saltville but shifted to Niagara in 1897 because of
the cheap, abundant electricity available from the Falls.
4. Jack Lewis, "The Spirit of the First Earth Day," EPA Journal,January/February
issue 1990. Available on line at: www.epa.gov/history/topics/earthday/O I.ht
5. Robert C. Whisonant, "Mineral Fights - Civil War Battles for Southwestern
Virginia's Lead and Salt," The SmithfieldReview II ( 1998): 77-90.
6. Jack Newcombe, "The End of a Company Town. Because of tough new pollu
tion laws, the people of Saltville, Va. will lose their plant-and
their jobs," Life
Magazine,March 26, 1971.
7. Carl Bernstein, "Saltville Tastes the Bitterness of Unemployment," Washington
Post, November 4, 1971, p. Fl.
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8. Martha A. Turnage, CompanyTown Shutdown(Annapolis: Berwick Publishing,
1994 ).
9. David J. Meltzer, "Peopling of America," Developmentsin QuaternaryScience1
( 2003 ): 539-63. For most of the twentieth century, the dominant paradigm in
studies of the peopling of North America was that its original human culture
engulfed the Americas about 11,000 years ago. This so-called Clovis hypothesis
was named after the people first identified from their projectile points at Clovis,
New Mexico. Since the late 1990s this hypothesis has broken down in the face
of more and more human sites dating from before the Clovis period. Saltville is
one of several important sites to provide evidence to undermine the hypothesis.
As is well-known, Saltville is also the preeminent site for remains of late glacial
period boreal megafauna (large extinct woodland mammals); see Kit E. Wesler
"Model and Sequence in the Maryland Archaic" in Structureand Processin South
easternArchaeology,ed. Roy S. Dickens, Jr., and H. Trawick Ward. (Alabama:
University of Alabama Press, 1985), p. 215; and Clayton E. Ray, Byron N. Coo
per, and William S. Benninghof, "Fossil Mammals in a Late Pleistocene Deposit
at Saltville, Virginia," Journalof Paleontology
41 (1967): 608-22. See also online
at www.saltvilleva.com
10. Patricia Givens Johnson, WilliamPreston and theAlleghenyPatriots(Blacksburg,
Virginia: Walpa Publishing, I 976). See Chapter XII,pages 157-77, which de
scribe events surrounding the writing of the Fincastle Resolutions.
11. Robert C. Whisonant, "Geology and the Civil War in Southwestern Virginia:
The Wythe County Lead Mines," VirginiaMinerals42 ( 1996): 13-19.
12. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, dedication of the Jackson
Ferry Shot Tower in Wythe County, Virginia, as a National Historic Mechanical
Engineering Landmark, states "the Fincastle Resolutions of 1775 ... preceded
and may have contributed to the [United States] Declaration oflndependence."
See www.asme.org/history/brochures/H063. pdf
13. Mason G. Robertson and June N. Stubbs, "The Strange Campbell/Shelby Con
troversy and the Role of John Broady at the Battle of Kings Mountain," The
SmithfieldReviewVII (2003): 27-47.
14. Ella Lonn, Salt as a Factarin the Confederacy(New York: W. Neale, 1933).
15. Robert Burns MacMullin, Odyssey of a ChemicalEngineer (Smithtown, N.Y.:
Exposition Press, 1983 ), especially pp. 204-5, "The Chinese Connection."
16. www.blueridgeinstitute.org/ballads/old97 .htm
17. Charles S. Bartlett, "Development History and Subsidence Resulting from Salt
Extraction at Saltville, Virginia," in Evaparitekarst, engineering/environmental
problemsin the UnitedStates, ed. K. S. Johnson, and J. T. Neal. Oklahoma Geo
logical Survey Circular 109. Preprint of a paper scheduled for publication in
summer 2004.
18. Isabel M. Williams and Leora H. McEachern, Salt, That Necessary Article
(Wilmington, N.C.: Louis T. Moore Memorial Fund, 1973).
19. Over the years, industrial activity created brine-filled (salt water-filled) cav
erns under the Saltville Valley (the brine fields). The caverns formed during the
salt removal method that involved pumping river water into underground salt
formations and pumping brine out. Now, a natural gas company (NU! Virginia
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Gas) is starting to use the caverns as a place to store their gas. To make room for
their gas, NU! pumps out the brine, evaporates it, and sells the salt into agricul
tural markets in Virginia, Georgia, Tennessee, and the Carolinas. See Brad
Swanson, SaltvilleGas StorageFacility(NU! Virginia Gas: Saltville, 2002).
20. www.worldsedge.net/desoto/BECK_FROM%20J0ARA %20TO%20CHIAHA.ht
21. With a brief British interruption 1763-1783, modern-day Florida was under
Spanish dominion from 1565-1821, when it was finally ceded to the young
United States. After several decades of abortive attempts, Spain made the first
permanent European settlement in the United States at St. Augustine, Florida,
in 1565, 42 years before Jamestown. It is surprising to discover that possible
contact with Saltville comes just a year or two later.
22. John R. Swanton, The Indians of the SoutheasternUnited States (Washington
D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1946), p. 70.
23. It is difficult to speak of Virginia's aboriginal inhabitants without risking politi
cal incorrectness. The terms "natives," "Native Americans," "Indians,"
"paleoindians," "natural Indians," "first Virginians," and similar appellations,
are all open to objections. Their use here is not intended to give offense to any
individual or group. The author will use the term "Native Americans." Other
variants are, of course, retained in such places as direct quotations and the titles
of cited works.
24. When the author speaks of "Saltville," he means, of course, at the geographic
location now marked by the modern-day town of Saltville.
25. Jean Carl Harrington, Glassmakingat Jamestown:America'sFirst Industry(Rich
mond, Virginia: Dietz Press, 1953 ). In this work Harrington states in his very
first paragraph: "The manufacture of glass ... can justly lay claim to being
America's first industry." However, he attaches an asterisk to the statement and
in a footnote rather coyly explains that although glass was actually first made in
Mexico in 1535 he really means the United States when he says "America."
We'll follow his precedent here. When we say "Virginia," we mean that which is
presently governed from Richmond. Florida or La Florida,on the other hand,
means the entire Southeast United States, including Virginia.
26. Wilson Goodrich, SmythCounty History and Traditions (Bowie, Maryland: Heri
tage Books, 1998, originally published in 1932), pp. 2-4.
27. Stephen Williams, FantasticArcheology:The Wild Sideof North American Prehis
tory (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1991 ). Though it's a little
disconcerting to find it in a book with this title, the essay on pages 304-345
titled "Epilogue: North American Archeology - The Real Fantasy" is an ex
cellent survey of pre-contact culture and artifacts, and lays out forthrightly the
archeologist's difficulties in recreating living culture from lifeless objects. The
book was written by a Peabody Professor and Museum Curator at Harvard.
28. George E. and Gene S. Stuart, DiscoveringMan's Past in the Americas(Washing
ton, D.C.: National Geographic Society, 1973), pp. 133-56.
29. Maureen S. Meyers, "'To Barter For and Purchase the Salt and the Gold': Ex
change Networks between Coosa and Mississippian Edge Communities," paper
presented at the Southeastern Archaeological Conference, November 15, 2003,
Charlotte, North Carolina, hereafter cited as To BarterFor.
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30. Consider the curious case of the recent book, Before and After Jamestourn:
Virginia'sPowhatansand TheirPredecessors
by Helen C. Rountree and E. Randolph
Turner, III (Gainesville: The University of Florida Press, 2002), published as
part of the series Natiw Peoples,Cultures, and Placesof the SoutheasternUnited
States,edited by Jerald T. Milanich, hereafter cited as Beforeand AfterJamestown.
The majority of the pictures of pre-contact Native-American artifacts in this
work show items from western Virginia, including two items from the Trigg site
in Radford, one from the Richlands Hospital site, one from the Shannon site in
Blacksburg, and several from otherwise unidentified "sites in western Virginia."
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MyDear wife, I drop you a few lines to in form you that I am yet
a live but vary mutch waried from martching day & night in a fog of
dust all the time, bad water & food, & not annough Sum times of
that, but I do hope my Dear wife you & the childran ar well & doing
well.
- Theophilus Raney, September 17, 1863
Lucy Redd Preston died at Smithfield on September 17, 1891;
this death ended the use of Smithfield as a Preston family primary
residence.
- Wirt Wills (pp. 35-36)

Thelife of the 19 -century

newspaper carrier could be a difficult
one. Generally, they were teenage boys, perhaps orphans, who ...
typically received no remuneration for delivering papers - for fifty
one weeks of the year. But between Christmas and New Year's Day,
the paper carrier was eligible for holiday tips from subscribers. 'fo
remind their clientele ... carriers would present to their customers a
printed poem known as a carrier's addre~s.
th

-John

Long (p. 39)

Herstory is a reminder

... of something significant and powerful all
of us have inherited from Mary and her generation of pioneers her spirit. That's the great revelation that comes from delving into
history: one encounters people who lived their lives so powerfully
and so well that they remain an inspiration to future generations.
- Ellen Brown (p. 69)

from
this passage we conclude

that in 1540 two Spaniards traveled
roughly 70 miles north from Chiaha. That trip very probably took
them into modern-day Lee County in the farthest western corner of
Virginia ...
- Jim Glanville (p. 88)
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